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All contributions for the next issue of the Magazine should be sent
to The Editors, The Eagle, St John's College. The Editors will wel
come assistance in making the College Notes, and the Magazine
generally, as complete a record as possible of the careers of mem
bers of the College. They will welcome books or articles dealing
with the College and its members for review; and books published
by members of the College for shorter notice.
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Editorial

•

OUR subscribers will perhaps be interested to have the following
programme of the entertainments that were arranged in celebra
tion of the College's 450th Anniversary.
1. Saturday, 20th May. An Evening Entertainment in the
Grounds for Fellows and their wives, Members of the Combina
tion Room and their wives and for all Junior Members of the
College and their lady guests. A running buffet supper was
served from 8 p.m. onwards in a marquee erected on the tennis.
courts in front of New Court with access by means of a covered
way from the Wren Bridge. Lounge suits were worn, without
gowns. The Entertainment consisted of a Recital by the Chapel
Choir in front of the Cloister Gate to New Court; an illumination
of the College buildings ; the performance of an operetta in three
scenes, music by Leon Coates, libretto and production by Charles.
Ellis. Some consternation was caused by the absence of the
prima donna who turned up late owing to a misunderstanding
about tempi. The Entertainment concluded with a display o f
"Crystal Palace" fireworks b y Messrs Brock. During this
exciting pyrotechnic display the following devices were fired :
The Blazing Gyroscopic Wheel, The Star of India, A Humorous
Mechanical Device (Boxing Contest), The Revolving Fountains,
The Papyrus Screen, The Fiery Pigeons, Aladdin's Jewelled Tree,
The Chromatrope, The Dance of the Skeleton, Le Feu de foie,
The Whirligig. The following Set Pieces were depicted:
The College Crest, carried out in lines of coloured fire ; The
Weird White Waterfall ; a special royal portrait accurately
portraying The Lady Margaret, carried out in lines of brilliant
fire. Interspersed between the devices came the following aerial
items:-Ten salvos of SHELLS, eight SHELLS, four SHELLS,
explosion of six large MINES bursting from the ground, six
large TOURBILLIONS or rising umbrellas of fire, seven batteries.
of ROMAN CANDLES (assorted varieties). A SIGNAL
AERIAL MAROON denoted the conclusion of the display and
of a very pleasant evening.
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2. Saturday, 22nd July. A Dinner in Hall to which the
Master and Fellows invited Honorary Fellows ; Former Fellows'
members of the College who were heads or Fellows of othe
Colle�es in C��bridge and Oxford and of Trinity College ,
Dubhn ; the VIsItor; the Chancellor and Vice-Chancellor; the
Mayor and the Town Clerk; the Marquess of Exeter and the
Marquess of Salisbury; the Headmasters of certain Schools with
which the College has been associated from ancient times; the
Headmaster of St John's College School; and certain other
Guests. The Master and Mrs Boys Smith were at Home at the
Master's Lodge from 4-6 p.m. to Fellows, Guests, and Ladies
accompanying them. The College offered hospitality for the
night to Guests attending the dinner and provided Breakfast in
the Hall on Sunday morning. In the interests of the Guests
academical dress was optional, though Fellows were requested
to wear gowns at the Dinner.
3. Saturday, 29th July. A Garden Party in the Fellows'
Garden to Senior Members of the College and their Ladies,
Supervisors of the College and their Ladies, and other Guests
specially associated with the College. The weather was fine,
Mr Summers' iced coffee excellent.
4. Saturday, 5th August. A Garden Party in the College
:grounds to which the Master and Fellows invited all College
Servants and their wives or husbands, from 3.30 to 6 p.m. Since
there was rain in the morning the Party was held in the Hall.
Raspberries and cream, beer and claret cup were consumed in
large quantities.
5 . Thursday, 5th October. A Dinner i n Hall t o which the
Master and Fellows invited themselves, Members of the Combina
tion Room, and their Ladies, including the Hon. Mrs Charles
Taylor and Mrs E. A. Benians.
In addition to the foregoing Entertainments the following
Events were arranged for the Long Vacation :(a) Tuesday, 4th July. A Dinner in Hall to Agricultural
Tenants and other special Guests.
(b) Thursday, 6th July. A Luncheon in Hall to Members of
the Commonwealth-American Universities Conference and their
wives.

;

Poems
BY EXCHANGE TELEGRAPH
SWANS are going for a song.
The curlew has had its day.
They'll give you very little for the lark.
Cryptogrammatic stars
Are hardly worth the paper they're written on.
Disjected members of the Moon
Are finding no takers.
Everybody's buying tin futures,
And the lead market's undertone is firm.
Swans are going for a song.

TO AN UNKNOWN GOD
DELPHI , but not self-knowledge;
It has better things to teach.
"Nothing too much": but greybeard mountains
Do not practise what they preach.

Navel of Earth still corded.
Opposites reconciled.
Consort of Sky, All-Mother,
Is a suckling starveling child.
Snake and smoke and olive,
Green and black and grey,
Dedecorate Parnassus,
Retrace the Sacred Way.
Too soon too late too often
Priestess on tripod sits,
Till Chaerephon renumbers
Five Muses and nine wits.
Night and AlI-Things-Together,
Eagles aloft, aloof.
Uncertain sound of oracle
Deserves the stars' reproof.
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TRIVIUM
PROFESSOR Peter Paradox, Head of the Department.
Doctor of Science, scourge of the ignorant.
Dr Paul Paragon, Chairman of the Faculty,
Professor of Metaphysics, pillar of propriety.
Miss Patience Paradise, Curator of the Gallery,
Reader in Aesthetics, burning hard ,and gem-like.
These three characters, searching for an author.
Ephemeral triptych. The greatest is Paradise.
Robbing Dr Paul to pay Professor Peter.
Flyaway Paragon, fly away Paradox.
REN F OR D B A M BROU_
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Tiger Shooting-I961
IN the hills around Kumaon and the forests of South and Central
India the tiger jungles are deep and often impenetrable; the
tiger is rarely seen by accident. This idea of the tiger is probably
the most common and Hollywood has helped to perpetuate
the fabulous atmosphere that surrounds tiger and all big game,
understandably misrepresenting them at times. There are
precious few Jim Corbetts and Harry Blacks today, and in many
parts of the country shikar (big game hunting) has become highly
organised.
In Rajasthan if one was a villager one would accept the tiger
as part of one's life, a nuisance for the most part since cattle must
be kept behind huge thorn fences. The villager cannot afford
to lose his cattle. On the whole the tiger and the man tolerate
each other, keeping out of each other's way, and not being unduly
perturbed when they meet. A tiger in the open is enough to
scare anyone, but from long experience the villager knows it wiII
do nothing to him unless provoked. Even provocation must be
severe. There are cases on record of men literally chasing a
tiger off their cattle with nothing more than a stick. The panther
(leopard) is smaller, bolder, more vicious than the tiger, and
probably more easily found. Driving at night in certain parts of
the country it is no uncommon thing to come across a panther
on the road. A panther will carry off dogs, goats and generally
add to the villager's difficulties. In other parts one finds also
elephant, buffalo, rhinoceros (Assam), and even the Indian lion
now restricted to the Gir forest in the south. These are mostly
preserved animals and Rajasthan is too dry to provide enough
water and jungle to suit them.
Until recently one could shoot almost as one pleased. This
resulted in the semi-extinction of many forms of bird and game
and now it is largely controlled. To shoot any of the larger
animals one must have a licence. The country is divided into
blocks-one hires a block for a period in which time one may
shoot a specific number of the various types of game. There are
also seasons for each animal, to shoot out of which is a breach of
etiquette. However there is still a great deal of game, even on the
beaten track. There is a certain atmosphere about an Indian
sunset which makes indescribable the feeling of driving in a jeep
at this time of day in areas where one passes masses of deer,
antelope and buck, occasional herds of pig (wild boar) and all
217
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When the convoy of guns, gun-bearers, shikaris and the rest
leaves it is often the hottest time of day, anything between
110-120° in the summer months. The noise and diScomfort of
the jeeps makes the contrast on arriving at the beat startling. The
walk to the machans is made in absolute silence, guns and gun
bearers in single file, the whirr of the crickets and the swishing
of the jungle on either side. At the machans the guns mount
either two or three in each, arrange fields of fire, load rifles-ali
with the minimum of sound. Everyone. else disappears and the
wait begins.
The start of the beat is announced by a shot and then anything
can happen. The beaters advance in a line with a fair amount of
noise. The tiger, disturbed in its siesta will move away from the
noise-towards the guns. The beat may last anything up to
2 hours depending on how far away it has to begin and how
quickly the tiger moves. In the sun on the machan one sits and
tries not to move. After a while the first animals emerge
jungle fowl, peacock; often one or two deer, occasionally a boar
or hyena will also appear, but on the machans one looks for the
monkeys and it is when these are seen that tension mounts.
Monkeys follow a tiger on the move, keeping well up in the trees,
making an enormous noise, alerting the jungle-nature's warning
system-so that when the monkeys come pouring across the trees
one can place the tiger. If one is lucky it will come straight to
one's own machan, all nine or ten feet of him, weighing between
400-500 lbs. Cubs and females in the mating season are not
shot.
It is rarely that everything goes right on a beat. If no tiger
should appear, it means a long walk back with no consolation
for one's cramp. But a tiger may not appear for several reasons.
On one occasion the beat had proceeded with scientific precision
when the monkeys suddenly stopped short about thirty yards
from the machans. For no apparent reason the tiger had refused
to cross the piece of open ground that was the firing area and took
cover in a bush. The beaters came nearer and nearer the bush
perfectly oblivious of what had happened with the machans
helpless to fire at an unseen target for fear of startling the tiger
into charging the beaters. However the latter stopped dead in
their tracks when the tiger sounded for the first time and showed
its irritation. Check; but it wasn't very clear which side was
on the defensive, and for quite a few minutes everyone just waited,
with the tiger content to lie up and work out what was going on.
Actually an elephant was on hand, out of sight, ready for this
sort of situation. Signals were passed along the machans and
the elephant came ponderously down the hill, four guns on top.
This elephant had been trained by a rather disgusting process to
220
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lose its fear of tigers and was a huge tough male of great ex
perience. It was sent in to dig the tiger out. However, so well
trained was it that on scenting its enemy it charged with a tre
mendous squeal, ears out and trunk up. The tiger held its
ground for a moment, moved down the line of fire and chose the
exact point to break where there was least chance of a clear shot,
and in the confusion caused by its roaring all the shots went wide
in the few seconds before it reached cover again and vanished like
lightning into the distance, but followed by the incredible sight
of the elephant on the rampage, crashing after it, its mahout
lashing away with his ankus and three guns hanging on at odd
angles. The one that managed to stay upright was removed by a
tree branch and the rest thundered off into the distance.
On another occasion a crescendo from the beaters announced
that a tiger had been seen. Half an hour later they appeared
with quite obviously no animal between them and the machans.
Theoretically this was impossible as there was an almost per
pendicular ridge on one side and a river on the other. Since the
two extreme machans were somewhat cut off, it was only the centre
that saw what had happened. The panther, as it turned out to
be, had moved along the face of the ridge and finally sat down
under a rock just below the top, in full view of the machan, some
100 yards distant, quite disinterested in the proceedings. Almost
immediately a group of about six beaters appeared directly above
the rock, three feet from the animal's head, blithely unaware as
they stared down into the valley. A shot might have hit one of
them so the machan watched somewhat nervously as the panther
began to get restless. Suddenly it leapt vertically backwards
with a roar and in an extraordinary acrobatic landed directly on
the men, flattening them, and then bounded off. I doubt
whether the men ever recovered from the shock of a panther
.appearing like a pantomime devil through the floor but only one
or two had scratches.
In Rajasthan tiger jungle is for the most part dry, rocky scrub,
very uninteresting and not very fearsome. There are places
however, notably Alwar, into which few people venture without
guides and guns, and these are dangerous. The type of camp
varies, depending on accessibility. If the roads are good every
thing is brought by truck and one is liable to find oneself sitting
for dinner in the middle of nowhere at a mahogany table, con
templating the candelabra and wondering what the chef (French)
uses to cook on. But the real fascination of tiger shooting is in
,camp life and the formal ones lose most of their interest.
As a contrast one camp was in a rift valley as cut off from the
rest of the country as Conan Doyle's "Lost World". Not even
Landrover could get down, so for a week all travelling was

a
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done by camel, though a truck arrived at the top of the cliff
every day with ice and other essentials. In this type of camp one
can reckon to lose about a stone with the temperature near the
120's. However there was a river and one spent the morning
shooting turtles and fish for the table. These fish are called
murral and cannot be caught easily on a line (perhaps no one
ever tried); anyway they make a very difficult shot. The river
was clear enough to watch them on the bottom and see them glide
up to take a fly; one had to hit them in the head the instant they
touched the surface and started a ripple or else the bullet flattened
out in the water. They averaged I suppose about 1 5 lbs. One
also got a considerable glimpse into the life of the villagers. A
successful beat brought them for miles to stare and to gossip.
The women invariably arrived after dark in a torchlit procession,
wailing the village song. There is still considerable purdah in these
parts. One can also learn a good deal about tigers in an informal
camp. A ritual surrounds the death of each one not usually
seen when the camp is formal. It is customary to have the
whiskers publicly burnt, since, chopped up, they are a means of
killing someone-if inserted in food they puncture the intestines.
The tiger then has to be photographed, measured, skinned, teeth
and claws extracted, liver inspected to determine age, bullets
found to see exactly who shot it. By this time all the romance
surrounding it is as dry as its own blood in the sand, but one
begins to realise what an extraordinary animal it is, why the
villagers to whom it is nothing new will come for miles to see a
dead one, and why those who shoot, for whom the thrill, whether
it be of seeing animals in the wild or the life of the camp or just
the feeling of power provided by holding a gun, is nothing new,
will return year after year to see it once again.
R . L . NOBBS

Poems
I
THE CHESS PLAYERS

Two old men in a tea-house. Playing chess
At a table in the heavy shade:
They neither aged nor yet grew young,
But let the slow-toed afternoon crawl past.
The green stalk ripens.
The cricket sings.
A tree grows crooked branches in a muddy field.
It is not sleep nor death. Only a stillness
Coming from the slow heart.
Two old men at a chess-board;
At a forgotten table in the afternoon.
II
NO SLOW FOOT TURNS

slow foot turns
Where a Winter and a Summer past we lay.
The grass forgets
And the young birds are careless from their shells.
Perhaps a ploughman might have remembered us;
But his eyes were on the furrow,
And he never saw.
III

No

WHEN THIS BLACK ANGEL

WHEN this black angel faces me,
The brown Franciscan, and the lovers whitening
His knuckle bones, may not intrude.
And though we five became one tear,
Gethsemane would soak us up,
And we'd go separately again.
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This angel lies, the lovers undisturbed,
And brown boy with his own impression in the dust
Hunts for the tear we made, with lust.
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IV
ON THE BODY OF A CIDLD CALCIFIED AT POMPEU
TIME lay down
In your grey garden;
He put his burden
Upon the ground,
A growing patch .
Of monochrome
From bones
Intact;
Child, no Woman
And no Snake,
To waken
Sleeping Time. Wiseman,
Come and see Time
In a Child's Garden.

V
A POEM FOR SOMEONE ASLEEP
You breathe as I in my dreams breathe softly,
Lest I waken you. Orion and the Bear
ShaH turn heel quietly
And leave the door a-latch in case you call.
Agile, and gentle as a fluter's fingers,
Yours in their sleep move, rising, falling,
Slenderer than oat, warmer than field,
Whose growth suspends in honour of the afternoon.
If you sleep now,
May music, hands, breath, flute,
Tiptoe the stars to listen,
Show the Moon, your guardian, if she need to shoot.
R I CHARD M A R SHALL
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The Restoration of Second Court III
PREVIOUS articles have reviewed the history of Second Court and
the major structural changes in it prior to the current restorations,
and have given an account of the search for suitable materials for
the repairs and of the early stages of the work. As we were
anxious to preserve as much as possible of the old structure, while
at the same time ensuring that seriously damaged portions were
not used as a basis for reconstruction, there was a prolonged
period of slow demolition extending southwards along the range
above the Kitchen; unfortunately the state of the building turned
out to be such that virtuaHy the whole of the interior had to be
removed from first floor level upwards, incidentally necessitating
a temporary false ceiling over the Kitchen in order that its
work might continue. The west wall presented a similar picture.
Originally we hoped that it would be necessary to demolish only
the thin wall and gables above the level of the second floor, but
when the panelling of the rooms which had been used for many
years as the College Office was taken down, the inner skin of the
wall was seen to be bulging and cracked in many places. Indeed
some six weeks after the removal of the panelling, a substantial
section of the inner skin, between the window adjacent to the Hall
and that next southwards, fell. At the same time, a large
quantity of the inner filling poured out through the hole and was
seen to consist mainly ofloose clunch and rubble mixed with bones
and other rubbish. This naturally raised a doubt as to the stability
of the lower part of the wall between ground and first floor levels,.
and made it appear highly undesirable to reconstruct a new
wall on a foundation which might in future prove to have been
insecure. Furthermore, in the part of the west wall of the
building between ground and first floor levels, at this point, it
would be necessary later to remove the windows and also to cut
chases for the steel stanchions which were to support the upper
framework of the reconstructed building, as described in the
preceding article. This would have the effect of leaving only
small areas of old brickwork above the level of the plinth. Ac
cordingly, at a meeting of the Old Buildings Committee held on
11th January, 1958, it was decided that the whole of the waIf
between the Screens and the 0 Staircase Tower should be de
molished to ground level and rebuilt as an 18" wall, thus increasing
by 1 8" the size of the rooms inside. At the same meeting it was
also agreed that, if the preparation of the foundations for the
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stanchions should show the wall below ground level to be in
adequate, it also should be renewed. In fact, as demolition of
this wall proceeded, the structure was found to be in a better and
better state. In the course of this demolition there came to light
the jambs and one half of the head (a four centred arch) of a
do orwa� 4' 4/1 �ide which had been concealed by the outer 4t"
.
bnck skm. ThIS doorway, the northern jamb of which was 23
feet from the Screens, probably gave access to Dr Metcalfe's
Court of 1 528. Finally it was possible to stop about 1 foot
below ground level and at this point a reinforced concrete ground
beam was cast in position, and the new wall was built 011 this as a
foundation. This precaution ensured that any weak places in
the old wall below ground level were effectively bridged over and
the risk of cracks developing in the new wall was minimised.
The two steel stanchions which support the central part of the
frame of the building on the Second Court side were given
separate foundations. Two holes, 4' 6/1 square, were dug down
through the old wall and its foundations as far as a bed of gravel
about a foot below the cellar floor, and these excavations showed
that the lower wall and the foundations consisted of a solid mass
of clunch, which occasionally included pockets of soil, and pro
jected below ground level for roughly a foot in front of the line of
the plinth. In these holes were built up solid piers of Southwater
engineering bricks with a crushing strength of 2, 000pounds per
square inch, and on these the base plates of the stanchions rest.
The stanchions themselves, which not only carry the weight of
most of the structural steel work, but also of the reinforced
concrete floors and of the roof, were not solidly built into the
1 8/1 outer wall, but loosely encased. The effect of this should be
that if at any time in future there should be a differential movement
of the foundations of the wall and of the stanchions, the two parts
of the structure would be free to move slightly relative to each
other without cracking the brickwork.
At the same time, during January 1 958, it was discovered that
the upper part of the south end wall of the Hall was also unstable'
.
havmg been at one time and another honeycombed with chimney
flues. As the new form of heating of the rooms here would make
the chimney stack at the south end of the Hall unnecessary, it was
decided at the same meeting of the Old Buildings Committee that
the stack should be demolished and not rebuilt, that the wall itself
should be repaired by filling in the flues with brickwork on the
south side, and that it should otherwise remain undisturbed. It
was also agreed that access should be provided from the roofspace
of the reconstructed part to the upper part of the Hall roof, and
that a fireproof door should be fitted between the two.

The south gable-end wall was known to present a further danger
of instability, the top 8' 6/1 of the gable leaning inwards by 9/1.
The original intention had been to make any necessary roof and
brickwork repairs here at a later stage in the restorations as part
of the work on the South range. However, as extensive repairs
were found to be needed in the Wordsworth Room immediately
below this part of the roof, it seemed desirable to bring the work
forward. This had the advantage that the south end wall was
then capable of carrying the weight of the southern bay of the
second floor, thus simplifying the construction. It turned out
that the ancient piece of oak running across just above the old
ceiling of the Wordsworth Room against the south wall, and
once forming the tie beam of the last roof truss, had been cut
away completely for about a third of its length at the west end, the
loose end being supported on the curious curved bracket which
used to be visible near the fireplace in the Wordsworth Room,
while the other end was carried on another bracket in the south
east corner of the room. When the plaster had been stripped off
it was obvious that these two brackets, together with the pier in
the middle of the east wall, which carried one end of the main
beam across the ceiling, were all built of the same type of bright
yellow brick, unlike any of the neighbouring patches of brickwork.
It therefore seems likely that these supports for the woodwork
above the Wordsworth Room were all inserted at the same time,
and seeing that one of them completely blocked the flue of the
large fire-place in the Wordsworth Room, it also seems likely that
this work was done at the time when the first floor was removed
and this part of the building was thrown into the Kitchens. The
same stripping of the walls which was proceeding during August
1 958 also revealed a complex of interesting flues in the old
chimney between the Wordsworth Room and F Staircase First
Court. These were very large, and at any rate since the late
1 8th century can never have served any of the rooms lying to the
east, being separated from them by F Staircase itself. Of the
first and second floor rooms lying to the west, the only one
connected to this stack was the keeping room of the set in the
south-east corner of the first floor of E Staircase, across the landing
from the old College Office. This had a corner fire-place con
nected with the stack by a branch running almost horizontally
into one of the flues. It thus seemed that although these flues
were all blocked at the lower end and were partly filled with soot
and rubble, they had originally served the Kitchen, and that there
must at some time have been a row of ranges or boiling coppers
along the east wall of the Kitchen, the west wall being occupied
by the roasting fire with its great flue and a chimney rising up
through what was originally the outer wall of First Court. This
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great flue still remains and is now used as an extractor duct for
the Kitchen's ventilating plant. It is 8' 9" wide by 1 8" deep. The
figure illustrates diagrammatically the curious system of inter
connecting flues between first and second floor levels in the east
wall. All had originally gone down into the Kitchen below, but

at some time the most southerly had been blocked off at the top
and never connected to the brick stack at the west end of the
South range of First Court, as reconstructed by Essex. This
stack was not, of course, the one illustrated in Loggan's drawings
of the College buildings-chimney stacks being much exposed to
the weather and to the corroding effects of fumes and soot,
do not tend to have a long life. For example reference to Acker
mann's print of Second Court dated 1 8 1 3 shows that not one of
the original stacks on the west side of the Court had survived to

that date. Returning to our complicated flues, it turned out that
the most southerly of the four pots of the then existing stack was
connected to the second flue from the south end. The third and
fourth more northerly flues opened above the level of the Kitchen
ceiling into a large chamber 6' 6" wide, which was divided at a
height of about 5' by a hanging wall. To the north of this
division ran the most northerly flue, which connected with the
northern chimney pot and had the horizontal side branch pre
viously mentioned. It is possible that at some time a fifth flue
may have run into the wide chamber above the level of the Kitchen
ceiling, as it had a flat floor large enough to have accommodated
such a flue just south of the partition dividing it from the door of
the Wordsworth Room. The wide chamber continued upwards
to the south of the hanging wall forming a flue which at this
point was about 3' wide by l' 6" deep. This divided again
higher up into two equal sized portions leading to the two central
pots of the brick stack. Such an arrangement may originally
have been adapted to the convenience of boys sweeping the flues
with hand-brushes, but a modern architect would regard it as
fantastic. Creswell, for example, remarks that two fire-places
opening into a common flue "only give complete satisfaction when
neither of them is alight". As we have said, only one of these
flues was in use prior to the current restoration, and as the new
system of heating rendered even this unnecessary, while the
stack was in any case not original, it seemed wisest to demolish it,
taking a photographic record of the old flue arrangements. A
substantial space was thus created between the two doors in the
east wall of the Wordsworth Room, making a useful alcove,
while the room above was also enlarged by nearly two feet.
It will be recalled that the old arrangement of rooms above the
Wordsworth Room had worn a temporary air for a long time,
possibly even since 1 776, when Dr Powell's reconstruction of First
Court came to an end. The south range of First Court, as altered
by Essex, retained a number of structural features indicating that
it was the intention of the builders to continue the work round the
Court in both directions. Of these the most obvious are the
returns of the ends of the cornice mouldings at either end of the
block, which are readily visible from the Court. Less easily
visible was the fact that the ends of the main roof timbers, purlins
and ridge, projected into the open air at the end of the building,
the roof void being temporarily filled in at the end with stud-work
and plaster. Against this, at the west end, there was built a
slight wooden structure, also of stud and plaster, with a flat
lead-covered roof, which bridged the gap as far as the main roof
of the east range of First Court, and contained two bedrooms.
The only access to this part of the original First Court building
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of the Wordsworth Room. The flues leaving the Kitchen
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the stack above.
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was, of course, from 0 Staircase, Second Court, up a short flight
of steps on the left at second floor level. Beyond these steps was
a short corridor leading to two sets of rooms. As one entered
the corridor, one passed between two bedrooms not accessible
from it ; on the right the bedroom of the set 0 3 opposite the
spiral turret staircase (a curious set, whose keeping room lay in
Second Court, and the bedroom in the old First Court building,
so that, because of the difference in level, the occupant went up
a short flight of stairs to bed. The space occupied by this short
staircase has now been turned into a dressing room); and on the
left the bedroom of the set in the south-west corner of the second
floor of E Staircase, First Court. Further along the corridor, on
the right, was the oak of the set 0 4, leading into a keeping room
looking southwards over Kitchen Lane, with beyond it one of the
bedrooms in the small outbuilding just mentioned. On the left
of the corridor was the oak of the set 0 5, the keeping room of
which had a dormer-window opening into First Court, and a
door into the second bedroom in the outbuilding. At the end
of the corridor was a door leading through a short, passage-like
gyp room lit by a skylight, into the same bedroom. The recon
struction of this end of the building made it possible to rationalize
these unsatisfactory arrangements. In the first place, the roof
of the south range of First Court, covered with Collyweston
"slates" was extended westwards to meet the line of the tiled roof
of the west range of the Court, thus for the first time completing
the west end of Essex's building, although not in the way originally
intended. The short corridor leading to 0 Staircase, Second
Court, was retained in its original position, but there now lie to
the south of it two commodious bed-:sitting rooms, each with its
own gyp room, while the set 0 .3 opposite the spiral staircase has
been reduced to a bed-sitting room with its own gyp room, and
the small dressing room just mentioned, fitted with a wash hand
basin.
.
We can now sum up the effe.cts of the various changes which
have been described on the accommodation available in this im
portant and central block of the College. It will be recalled that
both the first and second floors are now of reinforced concrete,
and without structural partition walls, so that, in theory, the
partitions could be placed anywhere., In fact, as far as living
accommodation is concerned, the possible arrangement of rooms
is limited by the ancient fenestration which has been accurately
reproduced on the reconstructed, Second Court, side of the
building. On the first floor, each three-light window serves a
single bed-sitting room, and the same is true of the northern pair
of windows on the second floor.' The southern-most one lights
the keeping room of a .set of rooms, there being space for a bed-

room, lit by a skylight, behind the 0 Staircase Tower. On the
First Court side, the ancient fenestration of the first floor remains
but on the second floor the increase in the number of dormer
windows already mentioned, means that each bed-sitting room
here now has two dormer-wind ows, greatly improving the
lighting of the rooms. In all, seven additional units of accom
modation have been created in this block, five where the old
College Office used to be, one above on the second floor, by re
arranging four sets into two sets and three bed-sitting rooms, and
one, as just described, on the second floor at the south end.
Thus, at last, it has been possible somewhat to reverse the trend
which has been noticeable for many years, of taking in living
accommodation near the centre of the College for public purposes.
The public accommodation in this block has also been much
improved. The Wordsworth Room has been extended north
wards by between four and five feet, thus increasing its capacity
for large dinners by nearly a third, and it has been provided with
a fully equipped modern servery communicating with the kitchens
below by an electric lift. At the same time, it has proved possible,
by tunnelling through the old outer wall of First Court, and
through the north-east wall of the 0 Staircase Tower, to make a
connection between this servery and 0 Staircase, so that waiters
and carvers can enter and leave it without passing through the
Wordsworth Room itself. These arrangements have quite
transformed the service of private and Society dinners, adapting
it to an age in which the work of hands must be replaced as far as
possible by machine. The same is true of the other arrangements
in the new accommodation-comp;lred to the old buildings, the
demands on bedmakers are minimal. All bedrooms and bed
sitting rooms have wash basins with hot and cold water, all gyp
rooms have sinks ; the heating of each room is by an individual,
thermostatically controlled, fan driven convector; floors are of
polished hard-wood blocks, so that scrubbing is a thing of the
past. Thus, as the old generation of bedmakers, accustomed
from youth to an amount of hard work which today appears
prodigious, passes away, the old social system of the College is
enabled to continue.
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G . c. E.

POEM

The Landlady

Now as to cleaning out a room,
It can't be done, without a broom;
One other thing puts her in a fluster
Not dust, I don't mean, but a duster.
*

*

*

*

HAVE you e'er lived in digs?-I have,
At one-o-seven Rocksleigh Av.
At one-o-sev'n two cats you'll find
The tabby and the harmless kind.

If there's one thing I like to see
In women, it is piety.
Here Mrs Fripp does not fall short;
She's full of goodly work and thought.

Now Mrs Fripp is not so bad.
Her husband left her, and that's sad.
She found what sort of chap I was,
And tried to match me off with Ros

In days when criminals abound,
She's just the sort to have around.
It's good, when few men know his name,
To see the vicar in a frame

Her daughter. That's not much,
But shows she has maternal touch.
To this I'd add a virtue rare
How late I sleep she does not care.
Now you will say "But what a find
A landlady so passing kind
Who'll cook your breakfast after nine
And do your room at any time!"
'Gainst half of this I will not speak:
I'll grant you Mrs F.'s unique.
But after that I'd haste to say
Housework is not her metier.

Hung on the wall; never to miss
An evening or a morning service
On the wireless. That's the stuff!
Too many like her? Not enough!
I hope by now it has appeared
This godly lady has endeared
Herself to me. But soon I have
To bid adieu, dear Rocksleigh Av.
Alas the day, alas the hour
When I must cry "Farewell, thou flower
Of piety and all of that,
Thou necessary tabby cat!"
A N O N.

When new arrived, I once did ask
If she'd perform a household task
And cook me eggs and bacon, please,
Daily, included in the fees.
I think 'twas I (I am not sure)
Or Dick who picked her off the floor.
At any rate I heard her mutter :
" I simply couldn't stand the splutter."
Despite this shock I kept my head
And gave her eggs to boil instead.
She cooked them-nervously, 'tis true,
But ne'er too long, give her her due.
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John Masefield and a Cake
MANIFOLD are the impulses that lead to poetic composition, but
few could have been happier than
the stimulus of a cake received
.
by Britain' s Poet Laureate.
A few years ago, Mr John Masefield wrote a poem for the girls
of Tintern Grammar School in Victoria, Australia-in reply to
some cake. The verses appeared in the school magazine, together
with a letter to the principal. Norman McCance tells us that the
friendship between the school and the poet dates back to 1934,
when Masefield was a guest of honour at the Victorian State
Centenary celebration s. He then lectured on Shakespeare to
senior secondary-school pupils. Doubtless, too, they had read
his wise and beautiful book on the dramatist.
When Mr Masefield recovered from a severe illness in 1949, the
Tintern seniors wrote to congratulate him, sent a food parcel
and thereupon decided to bake him a regular Christmas cake. He
wrote back to the principal�
"Let me also thank you and the kind members of VIA, whose
wonderful cake arrived this morning, for all your and their
gracious thought of me, year after year. Please, do you think
that I could add some verses to your new building? I am getting
to be old for making verses, but then I am not too old for wonder
ful cake, and I would like to thank you and your young people."
Tintern is of course named after the beautiful ruin of Tintern
Abbey on the bank of the Wye River. Masefield was himself
born in Herefordshire over 8 0years ago, in the lovely land of the
Severn and Wye valleys. Tintern Abbey is also associated with
one of Wordsworth's noblest poems.
These facts explain the allusions in Masefield's poem which
he caIls Lines for Tintern"Long since, in summer suns,
When all my world was new,
I rowed the Wye that runs
My native country through.
And saw the Tintern old,
Where Wordsworth understood,
How rarer than all gold
Is dearest Sisterhood.
And now in age, today,
A Tintern oversea,
A Tintern far away,
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Asks but a ·verse from me.
o Sisterhood unseen,
What glory can life hold
Save counting Wisdom Queen
And Beauty more than gold,
And Sisterhood a thing
Than all truth told more true . . .
And stronger than the King
To shape the World anew?"
Sympathy for youth is characteristic of England's Poet Laureate.
a true humanist. In 1919, at the request of an undergraduate,
Beverley Nichols, who had just started a literary magazine, he
wrote a sonnet, On Growing Old, beginning"Be with me, Beauty, for the fire is dying,
My dog and I are old, too old for roving . . . "
He would stay quiet, while his mind remembers "the beauty of
fire from the beauty of embers."
If, at over 8 ,0he modestly doubted his ability to make verses,
some Australian girls were ready to disagree. His most sustained
work, it is true, belongs to the period from 191 1 to 1923, that of
the great narrative poems, beginning with' The Everlasting Mercy,
where his genius ranks him with Chaucer and Crabbe. Yet in a
collection of his recent poems, On the Hill, descriptive pieces and
tales in verse, Masefield is still the artist transmitting the beauty
of the world and the spirit of the English countrysideThoughts of what the truth is
From the earth's remembered sweet . . .
In its beauty, in its life and in its power.
For him there comes peace, healing, deliverance for the nation
in an iron age; when he sees a valley with a million grass-blades
blowingAnd a hill with clouds above it whither many larks are going,
Singing paeans as they climb.
How well the great narrative poet knows the artistic limits of
the tale told in verse is apparent from the rollicking Tale of
Country Things, relating how a Sunday boxing match was scotched
four generations ago. A tale told with gusto, ifIess deep emotioll
ally than his finest work. Concise descriptions; varied tone;
natural laconic speech; moving to the lilt of ballad and folk
song; calm ending. Sailor Man Bold has the Enoch Arden motif;
Cry Baby Cottage, Blown Hilcote Manor and louncer's Tump are
eerie stories of local legend; Tristan and Isolt reveals a neat new
treatment, while the adaptations from Old French, Spanish and
Greek form an heroic group in varying stanzas and metres.
There is much in the volume to move John Masefie ld's admirers
to fresh enthusiasm.
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The poetic impulses moving Laurence Whistler in The World's
Mr Whistler's work is
that of the alchemist transferred to poetry-the little common
things are transmuted by sensitive imagery, metaphor or symbol .
The butterfly taken i n hand isA lost adventurer, content to lie,
The long frustration over, and heart calm,
There in the alien landscape of his palm.
AgainThe far-off mountains to the pioneer
Murmur in blue, "There is good fortune here."
The passing year becomesSo winter once again revolved between
Earth dead in russet and reborn in green.
The successful pastoral, The Quick and the Dead, illustrates
the poet's gift of translating an old theme in imagery familiar to
the English countryside, while the symbolism of The Dancer in
Darkness (Thais) has a new meaning and purpose in showing
the growth of Iambe's soul from primal innocence, a pure jet
of instinctive energy, wishing only to please and to taste pleasure
in sensual dream; whereas Aparnedus is a soul in sickness, of
an energy not less vigorous, but perverted, for he is at war with
himself and his brutality is the gesture of his suffering.
Most of his poems, Whistler says, have undergone a long
process of revision. There is indeed perfect shaping of the words
to which the music of his metres answers in spiritual intensity
as he seeks the eternal in the transient. So in the delicate love
poem beginningA quaver glance is not indicative,
and in those written In Time of Suspense (1 940)
When all is lost but what ourselves possess.
Like Masefield, he draws strength from English soil : foxgloves,
summer rain, mountain stream, the scent of hay, old houses, the
river bridge, twilight and the flights of birds and . . .
This rose, a crown of blood upon a stem.
He feels The Death of Pan and in the Ode to the Sun pleads for
the preservation of man. The agony will not last and life will
again be freeOthers will make the journey, learn as much.
The dead airman in Rollo Latimer would have his father teach
It is a little thing to dieNo gap-a little thing !
And nothing ends, and all that is
Goes on like a great song.
Laurence Whistler, too, can tell a story in verse. Witness the
death-bed repentance of old Jacob Pennycuick, who had turned

everything, war and panic, t o his own private gain ; when he
drew the bold concluding line, a row of noughts would always
come until a dawn of light broke calm through his whirling
brain and he was free. Ap.d as always the background of nature
is sketched inFar away a blackbird carolled
Whose estate was nil,
Then second pauper whistled
Hard beneath the sill.
It is in the Ode to the Sun that Whistler reaches the heights and
almost Miltonic splendour with his message to some modems in
whose grip power has gone mad, as it must when a child
Breaks into a power-station to play with the switches.
And so he bids us put the right question to life : 'not how much
or how safe, but how deep is its meaning . . . there we are rich'.
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Room have some affinity with Masefield's.

L . A . T R I EB E L

Rare Birds
(A Praelection)
"I also like to dine on becaficas."
Three guesses, my dear audience,
. at the speaker's
Identity.
You're puzzled? So was I.
But chance your cultured arms, and have a try.
No, it's not Byron Beppo xliii,
Though that's the original. (One up to me !)
It's quoted by a Critic who's revered
As Poet-Prophet-though he wears no beard,
Is prim, and has a liking for stray cats.
That gives the show away. Of course. Yes, that's
The Man-in-Question-Mr You-know-who :
He likes to dine on becaficas too.
Who hasn't heard of You-know-who? What's more,
Who hasn't heard of becaficas, or
Fig-peckers?
(Little birds. Our Pettychaps
Are rather like them-alias Blackcaps).
This limb of genus Sy/via is renowned,
When fattened up on figs-cum-grapes, and browned,
For its exquisite flavour. Ortolans
And quails-as I'm informed by j udges sans
All prejudice-cannot compare with them
When served up garnis, with Chateau d'Yquem. (')
Which settled, we might ask ourselves "Why should
This bonne-bouche introduce The Sacred Wood?"
A work of Criticism that's been referred
To (misprunt fashion) as The Sacred Word.
But No-we shan't. Plain meat and veg. for us,
The plain men on the Clapham omnibus.
We're serious-minded-like that don at Downing,
The Scrutineer, who can't smile without frowning.
A . G . L.
1 A peccadillo due t o the exigencies o f rhyme.
commend a red wine-un vino pastoso. Ed.
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A Thirteenth Century Sketch from
the Old Chapel

Block of stone discovered during the demolition of the Old Chapel
in 1 869, and bearing an incised design for the original thirteenth
century east window.

Photo. L . P. Morley.

DURING the demolition of the Old Chapel in 1 869 a block of
stone bearing an incised drawing of a window was found in the
east wall. This drawing shows a window of six lights in the head
of which are one cinquefoil and two trefoil openings. At the
same time traces of the original east window of the Old Chapel
were recorded, showing that this had also been of six lights. It
seems likely that the drawing on the stone represents the original
east window of c. 1 28 0and that it was the mason's rough working
out of the design, the block afterwards being reused in the east
111 of the chapel.
Such medieval architectural sketches are extremely rare, only
borne twenty being so far recorded in this country. They were
·
drawn on a variety of materials, many of them perishable, e.g.
paper, parchment and boards, but also on stone as in the case
of the present example.
This sketch has therefore a double importance : it preserves in
outline the appearance of the original east window of the chapel
of the Hospital of St John, before it was remodelled in 1 5 1 6- 1 9 for
the use of the College ; and it provides another example of a rare
class of medieval record. When therefore the stone bearing
this sketch was noted some months ago in the University Museum
of Archaeology and Ethnology (Cat. No. Z. 1 5 8
08), it seemed that
it might be valuable to republish it in detail' and to add a pre
liminary list of the other examples known in this country. By the
kind permission of the Master and Fellows and with the en
couragement of the Curator of the University Museum a short
paper has been prepared for the forthcoming (1961) volume of the
Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society; and the
present note has been written at the invitation of the Master, so
that a record of the Stone, together with a photograph, may
appear in The Eagle.
MARTIN BIDDLE

t

The stone had previously been published and illustrated, not very
satisfactorily, in C. C. Babington, History of the Infirmary and Chapel'
of the Hospital and College of St John the Evangelist at Cambridge
(1 874), pI . 9.
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President:
Match Sec. :

G. H. GUEST.

D. A. PECK.

Captain:

P . H. GAMMON

Fixture Sec. :.

G. L. HOLBROOK

The Michaelmas term was very similar to last year, for the 1 st XI
was in danger of relegation only to fight back in later games to
secure a respectable place in the League. The convincing nature
of these wins indicated that the side never ought to have allowed
itself to lose so many matches earlier in the term.
The Cuppers side was fortunate to be able to include P. E. H.
Palmer and M. A. J. Ryan from a higher sphere-the XI manag
ing to reach the final following an excellent win against Trinity.
In the final we were disappointing and Christ'S, more efficient in
all departments, won comfortably 4- .0
Side-P. V. J. Lloyd : D. Woolley and V. J. Cowley, G. L.
Holbrook: P. E. H. Palmer, D. B. Wilkins, D. A. Peck:
P. H. Gammon, H. Sanderson, B. E. J. Grant and P. D. SaIt
marsh, M. A. J. Ryan, G. A. Greenhalgh.
The 2nd XI did not maintain the high standard of 1 959-6 0and,
in the League competition, could only finish half-way in the table.
The hoped for improvement did not materialise in the next term
and, in fact, only one game was won in the League Cuppers.
One reason for this was probably falling numbers which also
meant there could be no 3rd XI.
Next year there will be a reasonable number remaining but
much will depend on the standard of the freshmen. However
it is to be hoped that the Club will have an enjoyable season.
D . A . P ECK

THE BADMINTON CLUB

Captain:

R. M. POVEY.

Secretary:

Treasurer:

R. G. CANN

R. T. JONES

The Club has once again enjoyed a successful season. In League
matches the first VI came second in Division I, losing the deciding
match against Trinity by a very narrow margin. This result was
reversed in the Cuppers when we beat Trinity in the first round !
In the semi-final we lost a close match to Pembroke, the eventual
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winners. The Cuppers team was A. Y . L . Lee, J . V. Dehejia,
R. M. Povey, R. T. lones. In Division IH the second VI held
their own to finish half-way down the table.
The following players represented the Club in League games :
1 st VI : A. Y. L. Lee, l. V. Dehejia, R. M. Povey, R. T. lones,
M. G. Ellwood, T. l. B. Webb, K. Dyke, L. R. Drury.
2nd VI : R. G. Cann, A. C. Copple, l. Bailey, l. H. Martin,
C. Sampson, T. L. Clifford.
Colours were awarded to lones and Dehejia, and re-awarded
to Povey and Lee. We congratulate Lee on gaining his Half
Blue, and Dehejia on his selection to represent the Cockerels
against Oxford.
R . T. JONES

BOXING
In the past few years the College has had its full representatio n
o f University boxers. P. F. Gorring captained the team in 1 959,
and in the following year C. M. Hill, M. M. Flett and I. N.
Mirchandani, who gained three successive Blues, were all in the
team. Last year Hill was awarded a Blue but Oxford were unable
to produce an opponent for him. H. Bethell also did well, but
unfortunately lost a final trial. On top of its regular term-time
fixtures the Club has run a tour each year. These have included
trips to Dublin, Gibraltar and West Germany, and have all been
most successful. The Club has a great deal to offer in the way of
training facilities, coaching and a thriving social life. It is hoped
that members of the College will continue to make use of these
and in doing so maintain the tradition at its present high level.
c. M . H I L L

CLASSICAL SOCIETY

President:

A . 1. BOWEN (Michaelmas and Lent Term)
R. w. THEOBALD (Easter Term)

Secretary:

D. J. LITTLE.

Treasurer:

1. A. D. HOPE

This year the Society has been well supported and attendances
at the seven meetings held were generally good. The first meeting
of the Michaelmas Term took the form of a talk by R. Emmerick
of St John's about his trip during the long vacation to Greece and
several other European countries. The talk was illustrated by
some excellent coloured slides, much appreciated by the extra
ordinarily large audience. L. P. Wilkinson of King's College
gave a paper at the next meeting entitled "The Strangeness of
Propertius": a most entertaining talk to a fairly large gathering.
To an abysmally small audience Dr A. . H. McDonald of Clare
College delivered the last paper of the term, "Livy, then and now".
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A t the start of the Lent Term a Symposium was held b y way
of an experiment. Mr Crook very kindly provided the refresh
ment. The results demonstrated the participants' capacity for
refreshing themselves and their reluctance to contribute to the
topic under discussion, "Women in Antiquity". Following this,
G. S. Kirk of Trinity Hall delivered a paper at the term's second
meeting on "Homeric Epic" and Professor AlIen of Trinity
College brought the Society's Lent Term activities to a close with
a paper on "Quantitative Verse".
- Only one meeting took place in the Easter Term. Professor
K. D. White, Commonwealth Fellow of St John's gave a paper
on "Roman Agriculture and Roman History" to a small assembly
of those who considered it worth while devoting time at that
critical stage of the year to problems of classical manure.
The Society's Annual Dinner was held on June 5th. An excel
lent dinner, followed by entertaining speeches from Messrs
Howland, L. P. Wilkinson, Bambrough and Theobald, was
enjoyed by a large company.
Officers for year 1961-62-President: D. J. Little ; Secretary:
M. C. Scholar; Treasurer: M. Schofield.

Rowlands usually bowled steadily, medium to fast, with J.
Thompson in support at a greater speed and with an occasional
" beamer". M. Miller bowled his off-breaks intelligently and
T. West (off-cutters) and P. Stokes (leg-breaks) completed the
spin attack. Every bowler showed that he could also put bat to
ball when the need arose. D. A. Peck, J. R. Claydon and
M. G. M. Smith shared the wicket-keeping duties.
N. S. K. Reddy obtained his third cricket Blue, while J. M .
Brearley, a freshman, also gained a Blue and, besides keeping
wicket, was one of the most successful University batsmen,
playing two particularly fine innings against the Australians at
Fenner's.
First XI : Played 21, Won 7, Lost 5, Drew 9.
Officers for 1962-Captain: D. A. Peck; Hon. Secretary:
M. Miller.

D . J. L I TTLE

THE CRICKET CLUB

Captain:

R . F. c. WEBSTER.

Secretary:

D. A. PECK

J . R . C L AYD ON

ETON FIVES CLUB
The year has been rather quiet for the Club, but very enjoyable.
In the Lent Term we had a day at Ipswich School where we played
both the masters and the boys, beating both. We now hope that
this fixture will become an annual one. We look forward to
next year when we hope to have more new members from the
freshmen and give our best wishes to the new secretary, John Hay.
P . T. S A N D E R S

The real strength of the College first team was not apparent until
the successful cricket week at the end of term, when the cares of
examinations could be forgotten. In the previous weeks it
was necessary to change the team from match to match, and we
were fortunate in being able to draw upon a large number of
promising freshmen, several of whom had been selected for the
University trials at the beginning of the term.
D. Sharman was the most consistent high scoring batsman,
until P. E. H. Palmer returned to cricket in mid-term after a
football injury, to repeat his previous success with the bat.
R. F. C. Webster and D. A. Peck added their experience to the
middle order batting, and ably gave their leadership to the team
both on and off the field. R. Palin played several solid innings to
save the team from difficult situations. Of the freshmen, J. A.
Castle, C. Greenhalgh, C. E. R. Wood and J. Thompson each
made good scores on several different occasions. C. Greenhalgh
for example put on 1 1 7 with P. E. H. Palmer in 55 mins for the
first wicket against Magdalene.
For bowlers, the team was almost entirely dependent on fresh
men except for B. Fraser's effective left arm fast bowling and S.
Reid and L. McKensie at medium pace. J. A. Castle and D.

For the first time in years the Club failed to produce a Blue to
augment our League side for Cuppers, and consequently, on
paper, the side was not a very promising one. However, League
games showed that we could produce some good hockey partic
ularly against better opposition. While the defence was slow on
the whole and not always reliable the forwards played with great
verve and energy and in the middle we scored some good goals.
Our successes in Cuppers were very short lived. Against a not
very good Pembroke side we lost by two goals in extra time by
allowing one player of the opposition to score all their four goals.
Rather late in the day the side proved their real worth by beating
the Cuppers winners and drawing with the runners-up, at the end
of the season. This must have been at least a little consolation
to the captain, Mike Rouse, to whom we all owe thanks for
making the season a most enjoyable one.
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H O C KEY CLUB

Captain:

President:

MR A. G. LEE

M . ROUSE.

Secretary:

D. B. ORR
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The 2nd XI organised and captained by Barry Marsh had a
most successful season winning almost all their matches. The
side lost at the end, however, to a strong Queens' 2nd XI in the
battle to remain in the first division. This was unlucky, consider
ing their victory over the odd side earlier in the term, when they
were playing with a very depleted team.
The 3rd XI was once again able to produce enjoyable hockey
for the relatively large number of players unable to make the
1 st or 2nd. Being one of the few College 3rd XIs they had a
successful season.
With nearly half of the side going down at the end of the year,
we will need to put in plenty of practice and hard work if we are
to live up to the standard of the College's hockey of the last few
years. We wish David Orr, next year's captain, the very best of
luck, and thank him for all his work as secretary last year.

By now most of the subscribers to The Eagle are probably heartily
sick of hearing that Lady Margaret has had a 'good year', and
this, for those who live in College at least, with the frequent
demands for money, and the more frequent din of celebration,
has probably strained the tolerance of the most liberal. But if
the truth be known, up to the May Term at least, the year was ·an

average one. The Fairbairn crew ascended from 9th to 3rd
position, which was agreeable but not brilliant : the Clinker Four.
having reached the final for the fourth year running, were a second
and a half too slow, and the Light IV was a distinct disappoint
ment. We had high hopes of regaining the Headship of the Lents,
which so sadly eluded us two years ago, but a week before the
races Simmons, the stroke and only First May Colour in the crew,
fell sick and was unable to row. This was a heavy blow, and the
crew, which had been so good in practice, though virtually un
challenged from behind, were always well away from Jesus. The
Second Boat provided a welcome ray of sunshine by moving up
from one below sandwich boat into a well established position
in the First Division, by bumping Caius I, King's I, First and
Third Trinity 1 1, Magdalene I and Selwyn I. They were a rough
crew to the eye, but this belied a quick and solid beginning, and
they were admirably led by their stroke Sinclair.
For the first time for several years we did not send a crew to
the Head of the River Race at Putney, but decided instead to go
to Reading. The Lent Boat was slightly modified, and Gallop
was moved to stroke, and the crew practised at Cambridge under
Col. Kenneth Wylie for a fortnight. Under him they developed
a more consistent rhythm and cohesion, and were able to lower
the rating for the longer course, which suited the weight of the
crew very well. At Reading they gave themselves a day and a
half's practice on the course under John Hall-Craggs, who polished
them up, and showed them how best to deal with the prevailing
following wind. In the race they had a good start and went over
the course at a steady 32 to come in ninth. Being a new entry
they had started in the eighties, so were able to overtake a certain
amount of dross, who made good pacemakers however, for the
short time they were alongside, and with some clever coxing by
Hope they managed to secure a reasonably clear passage. As it
happened, they came in ahead of both Jesus, whom they had failed
to bump in the Lents, and First and Third whom everyone had
sworn would have bumped them. The event was won by the
Goldie Boat, with R. S. Symonds rowing 7, and Hon. R. A. Napier
3. A. J. Collier rowed 4 in the winning University crew.
The May Term's racing was very nicely started off by Collier
and Napier's winning the Magdalene Pairs, an event which the
Club wins all too infrequently. They beat a Pembroke pair who
had won the Forster-Fairbairns the term before, and went on to
beat the fancied St Catharine's pair, both this year's Blues, in the
final. They were down at the last signal at the bottom of the
Long Reach, and raced home with a rare determination to win a
most exciting race by a second and a half.
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s . c. H O D G S O N

LACRO S S E

Captain:

J . A. HOWELL.

Hon. Secretary:

1. PRITCHARD

This year saw the College win Cuppers for the first time since 1954.
The College also won a friendly six-a-side competition at the end
of the Michaelmas Term.
Three teams were entered for Cuppers, the first team beat Clare
in the final by 5- .0
Three members of the College were on the combined Oxford
Cambridge team which toured the United States at Easter. One
of these, J. M. Brearley, had only started playing the game seven
months earlier.
Prospects for next year are excellent with two Half-Blues and
one Eagle remaining in residence, and several freshmen of
promising reputation coming up.
The captain for next year will be J. Pritchard.

THE LADY MARGARET BOAT CLUB

Captain :

President:

THE MASTER

R. S. SYMONDS.

Secretary:

A. J. COLLIER

T H E EA G L E

The First May Boat started o ff under Alastair Macleod who took
us back to the elementary essentials that had been so neglected even
by those of us who had rowed at the Goldie Boathouse. Under
him we had a painful, but most beneficial and revealing fortnight.
Harry Almond came next and, having rowed under the same
coaches as Alastair, knew exactly how to go on, and under him we
progressed slowly but surely, with masses of hard work and long
outings. Llewellyn Bevan came next, and consolidated what we
had learnt before with long pieces of paddling firm at a low
rating. This might have broken the spirit of many crews and it
is enormously to the credit of 'Beave' as a coach and personality
that he kept our interest alive. Brian Lloyd took over for the
last period before the races. It was his knowledge and en
thusiasm which co-ordinated the whole training programme and
made the crew what it was. He came down every Saturday of the
term to watch the progress of the crew, and say what needed
·doing. This is not to belittle the achievement of the others, for
ideally every team of coaches should have a co-ordinator and
. .adviser, and no Captain of a college Boat Club knows enough
about rowing to do it himself. In the races Jesus never ap
'Proached within their distance, and on the Saturday we finished
striking 28, nineteen and a half seconds ahead.
The Second Boat were coached by Alf Twinn the University
Boatman, E. T. C. Johnstone, R. S. Symonds and L. V. Bevan.
After the success of the second Lent Boat, we had high hopes of
four Bumps here, but unfortunately this was not to be. They
bumped King's I on the first night, having had the discomfiting
experience of catching three crabs at the Gunsheds when three
feet off their bump, and having to make up the distance all over
.again. They rowed over on the remaining nights, having come
very close to Clare on Thursday.
This year it is pleasant to be able to record that we once more
had four boats rowing six days a week, and it was a great pity that
these people's enthusiasm could not have been rewarded by four
bumps each. But without them, the lower Boats would have had
to row higher than their standard, and would never have been so
'Successful. As it happened, four Boats won their oars, including
the First Boat for staying Head, and we finished the races thirty
places to the good, for the loss of only four, among twelve boats.
As a result of this, and the winning of the Magdalenes, the Club
was awarded the Michel Cup for the most successful boat club in
the University for the year.
This year Marlow and Henley Regattas were a week later than
usual, and to our enormous relief we were spared the grisly
experience of driving down to Marlow on the morning after the
May Ball, and having an outing that evening. As it was, we
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were able to take five days o ff which made a very welcome break.
The First Boat remained as it was, and the Second was re
constituted to include as far as possible those who were coming
back next year. We had a week's practice at Cambridge under
Dick Emery, and moved to Marlow on the Thursday. We
rowed a course on Friday morning in what seemed to be a good
time, and thought we had a reasonable chance of winning the
Grand for which we had entered. We were drawn against Thames
Rowing Club and the University of London. We had quite a
good start, and at the end of a minute the crews were almost level,
with Thames perhaps a foot or two up. But the race was lost in
the next minute, when Thames spurted and drew away very fast.
We hung on to London for a little longer, but then they too
began to edge away. We finally came in a length and a half
behind London who were themselves two-thirds of a length
behind Thames. We realised then how complacent we had been
as a result of the easy passage we had enjoyed in the Mays, and
'Spent the weekend in the depths of despair, which did us a great
deal of good. The Second Boat, having had only three outings in
that order, did well under the conditions : they were drawn
against The Westminster Bank and St Edmund Hall n. The
Bank went away quite fast, and eventually won comfortably, but
L.M.B.C. had a good tussle with St Edmund Hall. They led by a
length and about a canvas until they had the outside of the last
bend and the Oxford college had the advantage and started to
edge up a bit. However Riddell, our cox, carried away in the
·excitement of his first Regatta, forgot the other crew, and,
accustomed to the Cam, took the shortest way home. St Edmund
Hall sustained heavy damage to their bowside blades, and both
crews drifted over the line firmly locked together, as if for board
ing, accompanied by language of some warmth. A dead-heat
was announced, and although it was probably our bows which
crossed the line first, we were content not to have been disqualified.
On the following Monday, with the Coaches following in a
launch, we rowed the boats up to Henley. Dr Owen at once
took what remained of our complacence out of us in a few words,
and we settled down to our next ten days with suitable humility.
The crew came on fast during the first four days, but the tem
perature went up and up ( 1 030 was recorded on the Centre Court at
Wimbledon) and with two outings a day in both Fours and Eight,
took more out of us than we at the time realised. When we came
to row our full-course trial this became frighteningly apparent.
After reasonable times at the Barrier and at Fawley, we tottered
home in 7.26, some 12 seconds slower than Jesus who had rowed
ten minutes before, and had done similar times over the first half.
This was disquieting, and we decided to go steady. Fortunately
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the weather cooled over the weekend, but we still dared not risk
doing too much, and the Fours had to suffer.
The Second Boat, who were coming on slowly, but quite well
under John Hall-Craggs, now had a piece of bad luck whic
cannot have done them any good. Sinclair, who was resting
from Stroke at 2, suddenly became ill in the Boat and had to stop.
Patrick Holmes, the Varsity and May Boat Stroke from last year
who was coaching Portora, with typical generosity and extra�
ordinary self-sacrifice, undertook to row in his place, as we had
risked taking no spare men. He was only half fit and it must have
been extremely unpleasant for him.
On the Wednesday of the Regatta, the First Boat was drawn
against Imperial College, London, enabled to enter for the Ladies'
Plate for the first time by the new regulations. They were
considered to be the most likely winners apart from ourselves
and the Press indulged in some speculation which served t
sharpen our already acute state of nerves. We went off well and
had a length at the Barrier which was increased to one and a half
at Fawley, which was the eventual figure at the finish. The
Second Boat were drawn against the Midland Bank to whom they
lost by a length and a quarter. In the evening the Visitors' Four
rowed against an indifferent Four from Trinity, Oxford, but
owing to some difficulty with the steering, and a perhaps greater
interest in the Eight at the expense of the Four than was necessary,
they lost by a length and a quarter.
On the Thursday we had an easy passage against Keble, and
on Friday one slightly less so against Queens', Cambridge. On
Thursday evening, mindful of our exhaustion over the second
half on the previous week, and the strength of our opponents in
the Final, who seemed likely to be Eton who had won all their
races from behind, we reluctantly decided to scratch the Stewards'
Four. We had been drawn against the Russian Four who had
represented their country in the Olympic Games the previous
summer, and felt that we could hardly put up a good display
while rowing in the Eight as well, and having raced in the morning..
Leander followed our example the next morning.
In the Final we went off very hard and drew steadily away from
Eton up to Fawley when we had nearly 2 lengths. Then they
started a series of effective spurts which brought them up to
nearly a length at the bottom of the enclosures. Parker refused
to be hurried however, and waited until just the right moment to
raise the rating into the finish.
An exceedingly relieved L.M.B.C.
crew crossed the line one and a quarter lengths up, to win the
Ladies' Plate for the fourth time since the war, and the second
time in three years.

I cannot finish without paying tribute first to Raymond Owen
who judged our training so well, and John Parker the Stroke,
who came out of retirement and the position somewhat resembling
that of Elder Statesman, to bring his greater experience and
j udgement to a comparatively inexperienced crew. This year
saw him winning his third medal as Head of the River, and also
his third event at Henley. He will be extremely difficult to
replace next year. Finally, to the architect of the crew, Brian
Lloyd, I cannot say enough in thanks, and we must count our
selves lucky to have had the benefit of his unrivalled knowledge.

h
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T H E LAWN TENNIS CLUB

Captain:

A. Y. L . LEE.

Secretary:

M. G. ELLWOOD

Building a completely new 1 st VI around a very able captain in
A. Y. L. Lee, the Club has enjoyed a most satisfactory season.
The 1 st VI were unlucky to finish only third in the first division,
and suffered their only defeat to Queens', the eventual runners-up.
In the Cuppers competition the side was beaten in the third
round by Downing-later the losing finalists to Trinity, who thus
achieved the League and Cup 'double'. The 2nd VI, newly
promoted to the third division, struggled hard and did well to
remain in that division, whilst the 3rd VI won every match
decisively to gain promotion to the fifth division.
Perhaps the most notable feature of the season has been the
Club's ability to field three strong teams, often on the same day
and even when having to call upon reserves.
1 st VI Colours were awarded to J. V. Dehejia, M. G. Ellwood,
M. R. Pemberton, D. B. Orr, G. L. Holbrook, B. J. Richards.
2nd VI Colours were re-awarded to C. Harrison, J. Wight
and awarded to D. M. Cunnald, T. R. Fowkes, H. M. Kirchbaum,
P. D. Stokes.
At the Annual General Meeting, D. B. Orr was elected Captain
and J. V. Dehejia Secretary for the Season 1 962.
M. G. ELLW O O D

M O D ER N L A N G U A G E S O CI ET Y

Secretary:

P . J . WHYTE

At the beginning of the Lent Term Dr Stern and Dr James sent
this notice to Modern Linguists in the College :
Recent conversations encourage us to think that it would
be useful to have a society of Modern Linguists in the
College. We believe such a society should be informal
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enough to provide a meeting place for all of uS-dons
research students, undergraduates-who are concerned wit
the study of foreign literatures and with linguistic problems'
yet formal enough for its meetings to be opened with shor
papers which should determine the direction of the sub
sequent discussion. What we have in mind is no duplication
oflectures or supervisions but an opportunity for pursuing OUr
common interests-for following specialised enquiries to
the point where they become of general concern to us all.
With this as its statement of aims the Society was founded.
At the first meeting J. D. Elsworth gave a paper on Turgenev,
particularly emphasising the writer's portrayal of character.
Since much of the discussion following this talk was centered on
the problem of the social awareness of the writer, it was decided
to devote the next meeting to the question of literary 'engagement' ;
Dr E. D. James, J. C. Jones and P. J. Whyte began the discussion
with three short papers illustrating the idea of 'engagement' in
modern literature. At our third meeting W. A. J. Steer gave a
lucid analysis of some of Brecht's plays, which provoked some
useful argument about the desirability of mingling politics and
literature. Our only meeting of the Easter Term was about
aesthetics, and M. G. Wood's paper brought clarity to a confusing
subject; the ensuing discussion consisted of some long arguments
about the subjective approach to literary criticism.
Thirty people attended the Dinner held in the Easter Term.
The speakers were Dr J. P. Stern, who examined the aims of the
Society and discussed some of the problems confronting students
of literature and language, and Professor W. H. Bruford, our
guest of honour, who entertained the company with some remin
iscences and anecdotes. We wish Professor Bruford a successful
retirement, as he is relinquishing the Chair of German this year.
Encouraged by good attendances and the high standard of the
papers, we are planning about nine meetings for next year, when
we hope for similar success.

inspired leadership, the membership of the Society has remained
about the same. One of the few variations on previous years'
performances was that the annual visit to the Brewery, the most
hallowed part of the Purchasian Year, was this term directed
towards the premises of Messrs Greene King Ltd at Bury St
Edmunds. For the rest, we should mention the very successful
Annual General Dinner-an event found in no other Society in
the world. A veil shall be drawn over the further details of
this event. The academic tradition of the Society, dating as it
does from the days when Samuel Purchas was sent down from
the college in the seventeenth century, was much enhanced. We
should like to congratulate Mr C. T. Smith on his election as a
Fellow of the College and Mr C. Vita-Finzi on his election to a
Research Fellowship. The latter celebrated his elevation by
giving an illustrated talk on 'Deserts' in which a series of pictures of
a cat killing a mouse were displayed to protests fro m the Anti
Blood Sports Section of the Society. In conclusion we can
only remind our readers, should they consider the positive
achievements of our Society too scanty, that it would be a betrayal
of our illustrious Founder to suggest that any progress had been
made since his time.

h
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THE RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

President:
Secretary:

E. MILLER , ESQ . , M.A.

D. J. COUNCELL.

Captain :

A. R. WATSON

Match Secretary:

D . E. BUCKNALL

The Purchas Society has continued along its never-winding path.
Its programme remains unaltered and not unsuccessful. As the
President said when thanking the Secretary for his devoted service
and as the Secretary said when thanking the President for his

Although the results during 1 960-61 were not as favourable as
had been hoped apart from the efforts of the Cuppers XV in
reaching the semi-final of the Inter-College Cup competition, the
season was still undoubtedly a successful one if success is to be
measured by enthusiasm, numbers of playing members and the
enjoyment gathered from the matches.
The first weeks of term were fully occupied with training and
trials, and the Club committee found that they had over 1 00
players to organise into four teams, somehow, before the League
programme commenced. This was the first season that the Club
had run a 4th XV and in doing so, took over the League fixtures
previously played by the Cygnets, but even with this extra team,
it was impossible to enable everybody to play at all regularly,
with the inevitable result that numbers fell to a more manageable
total of about 90 playing members. Even so there was often a
clash between the need to field the best teams available for League
matches and the duty of the Club to provide rugger for all those
members of the College who wanted to play.
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THE PURCHAS S OCIETY

President:

H . D . WOODWARD .

Senior Treasurer:
Beadle:

Secretary:

G . B . KENNEDY

MR B . H. FARMER, M .A .

c. VITA-FINZI , B.A.
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The results of the Le��ue programme were disappointing.
The 1 st XV, after a promISIng start, found themselves in danger
of relegation and had to re-play Fitzwilliam in the Lent Term to
decide who should remain in the First Division. This game
was won easily eno.ugh but the team was capable of some very
.
powerful play and If thIS had been produced at all consistentl y
they need never have been in such a position. The forwards were
steady and adequate in tight scrums and line-out play but rarely
produced enough fire in the loose to give the outsides the quick
possession they needed. The outsides although they produced
some determined running and were sound defensively never
really settled down to look at all dangerous : there were several
players capable of scoring if given a half chance but no-one there
to make that vital break.
The 2nd XV made a good start to the term but were then
narrowly defeated in two vital games halfway through the League
programme which thus removed any chance of promotion so that
they had to be content with a position in the middle of the Third
Division. They were captained by D. J. Livermore who did a
difficult job well and both forwards and outsides were at times
capable of some very entertaining play.
J. L. Clark's task with the 3rd XV was even more difficult with a
highly irregular team : at this level the shortage of outsides and
preponderance of forwards in the Club was more noticeable and
it was not unusual for several back-row forwards to figure among
the outsides. Although appearing in the same division as the
2nd XV the team produced some excellent rugger in their last
three matches and lost only narrowly to teams which had pre
viously defeated the 2nd XV. The Scottish influence in the side
was noticeable in the number of forward rushes but with the
shortage of outsides this was excusable although not sufficient to
prevent the team being relegated to the 4th Division.
The 4th XV had mixed fortunes under the captaincy of R. Mac
Alpine and here again it was always possible to produce a pack
worthy of playing for a higher side but at times there was little
but honest enthusiasm among the outsides. It might however
be relevant to point out that this was a genuine 4th XV, and that
it was never necessary to postpone a game because members of
the 4th and 3rd or 3rd and 2nd XV's consisted of the same
people as seemed occasionally to be the case with other colleges.
Meanwhile R. H. Palin and S. M. Vaughan were appearing
regularly for the LX Club and both played against the Grey
hounds at the end of the term.
The inter-College Cup competition was the main objective in
the Lent Term and after several weeks hard training victories over
Clare and Queens' were achieved and the Final was in sight. It

was not to be however, and Pembroke proved the stumbling block
in the semi-final, a very close game which was lost by 9-1 I after
we had led 9-0 at half time. The whole team excelled them
selves in the first half and took the three chances they were given
but the Pembroke pack gradually got on top in the second half so
that the team missed the opportunity of appearing in the Final
for the third time in four years. However what was memorable,
especially to those who had watched Cuppers performances of the
past few years, was the attempt at constructive outside play,
something which had been almost completely ignored in the two
previous seasons.
The position for the rest of the Club in this term was as usual
most unsatisfactory : the weather for once in February was
exceptionally mild but other colleges still cancelled at least a
dozen matches during the course of the term for no reason other
than apathy among their members. The result was that very
little rugger was played by many members of the Club: if this is
not to remain a regular feature of College rugger in the Lent
Term either it will be necessary for the University R.F.C. to
organise a Cuppers competition for College 2nd and 3rd XV's
which would no doubt maintain interest among these teams in
other Clubs, or else an attempt will have to be made to arrange
extra-mural fixtures for the lower teams : a start was made on
the latter this season but the scope is obviously limited, especially
in respect of mid-week games.
As usual in the Michaelmas Term the Rugger Ball was held:
this year it was organised by M. M. Flett and thanks must go to
him and his many helpers for making the occasion the social and
financial success it was.
The season drew to a successful close with the Tour to Italy,
an account of which follows.
Before embarking on this, 7 members of the Touring Party
,entered for the Esher 7-a-side Competition and after two victories
were narrowly defeated by the Harlequins in the quarter-final
round.
Cuppers XV : A. R. Watson (Captain), D. J. Councell, L. R.
Drury, M. M. Flett, S. M. Vaughan, P. M. Whelan, D . E. BucknalI,
R. T. Jones, P. E. K. Fuchs, F. K. Keysall, R. H. Palin, R. M .
Turnbull , H. J. Wyman, C . G . Hoole, D. L . King, J . W.
Thompson.
1 st XV Colours were awarded to all the Cuppers XV above
and to S. G. Barff and F. R. Shackleton.
The Tour to Italy which brought an enjoyable conclusion to
the season involved rather more serious rugby than had been
customary in the past few years. The Federazione Italiana
Rugby were our hosts and three matches were played, all on hard
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grassless pitches i n high temperatures. The first match was
played in Milan against a Selezione Nord and we were defeated
.
5-1 4 III a hard. fast and open game : in the second, at Bologna
'
we beat a SeIezlOne Cento-Est 1 0-9, settling down to play some
very enterprising rugby in the second half. The party then moved
on to Padua when we were opposed by the full Italian Natio nal
side and not surprisingly were defeated. The score was 6-46
but it should be pointed out that after 1 0 minutes we were reduced
to 1 4 rather weary and battered players and that this same side
played against what was almost the full French National XV the
following week . The team never gave up trying however and
everyone appreciated at the end how invaluable are a pack of
heavy mobile forwards who appreciate when to pass or slip the
ball on to the next forward. All in all it was a very successful
tour and one that will be remembered for some time by those who
took part.
D . 1 . C O U N C EL L
THE SQUASH CLUB

Captain : R. DICK
Secretary:

P. L. HOGARTH (believe it or not !)

In both the Michaelmas
The Club enjoyed a successful season.
and Lent Terms the 1 st V came 3rd in the league. The 2nd V
were relegated to the 2nd Division in the Michaelmas Term but
were promoted again a term later.
The College were hot favourites to retain Cuppers and with
two Blues, three Ganders and several other players of almost
equal standard there seemed little likelihood of our being beaten.
In the event we won easily, losing only one match in four rounds
beating Trinity Hall 4-1 , Caius, Magdalene and Emmanuel 5-0
The following played in the Cuppers team : R. I. Dick, P. D.
Stokes, R. A. B. Hall, R. H. Palin, S. A. C. Francis, R. F. C.
Webster.
1 st V League : P. L. Hogarth, M. G. M. Smith, J. N. Waterfa1L
2nd V: J. L. Cl ark, C. Harrison, P. E. K. Fuchs, A. J. D.
Ferguson, J. H. B. Allan.
We congratulate: Dick, Stokes-Blues. Hall, Palin, Francis
-Ganders.

:
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College Notes
Honours List
Birthday Honours, 1 96 1 :
Knight Bachelor: ARTHUR BRYCE DUNcAN (B.A. 1 930),
lately Chairman of the Nature Conservancy.

Honorary Degrees
At the May Week Congregation, 8 June 1 96 1 , the Honorary
Degree of Doctor of Science was conferred upon Mr FRANK
RAYNS (B.A. 1 921), formerly Director of the Norfolk Agricultural
Station, Sprowston, Norwich, and the Honorary Degree of Doctor
of Music upon Dr HERBERT NORMAN HowELLs, Fellow
Commoner, deputy organist of the College during the 1 939 war.
Other members of the College to receive Honorary Degrees are:
Sir WILLIAM VALLANCE DOUGLAS HODGE (B.A. 1 925), formerly
Fellow, Doctor of Science from the Universities of Exeter and
Wales;
Professor NEVILL FRANCIs MOTT (B.A. 1 927), Doctor of Science
from the University of Sheffield ;
Sir FREDERIC CHARLES BARTLETT (B.A. 1 9 1 5), Doctor o f Laws
from the University of Edinburgh.

Elected into Fellowships
At the Annual Election in May:
JOHN NUTTALL (B.A. 1 957); MICHAEL GEORGE WOOD (B.A.
1 957); CLAUDIO VITA-FINZI (B.A. 1 948) ; PETER VINCENT
LANDSHOFF (B.A. 1 959); ROBERT WHEELER NEWELL (Matric.
1 957); JOHN DELGATY RENTON, of FitzwiIliam House (Matric.
1 958).
In March 1 96 1 :
Dr JOHN RANKINE GOODY (B.A. 1 946), University Lecturer
in Archaeology and Anthropology.
Mr C. T. SMITH, of St Catharine's College (B.A. 1 946),
University Lecturer in Geography.
Mr GEORGE GRIMES WATSON (Incorporated M.A., from
Oxford, 1 954), University Lecturer in English.
From 1 October 1 96 1 :
Dr JOHN ROBERT RINGROSE (B.A. 1 953), formerly Fellow,
University Lecturer in Mathematics.
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College Appointments

M r J . BROUGH (B.A. 1 94 1 ), formerly Fellow, Professor o f
Sanskrit a t the School o f Oriental and African Studies in the
University of London, has been elected a Fellow of the British
Academy.
Mr M. H. BALLANCE (B.A. 1 948), Librarian of the British School
at Rome, has been awarded a Leverhulme Research Grant.
The Carnegie Medal of the Library Association has been
awarded to Mr I. W. CORNWALL (B.A. 1 93 1), lecturer in Environ
mental Archaeology at the Institute of Archaeology, London, for
his book 'The making of Man'.
The William Bowie Medal for Unselfish Co-operation in
Research has been awarded by the American Geophysical Union
to Dr K. E. BULLEN (Ph.D. 1 937), Professor of Applied Mathe
matics in the University of Sydney. Dr BULLEN has also been
elected a foreign associate of the United States National Academy
of Sciences.
The Rabbinical Diploma of the London Jewish College has
been awarded to Rabbi NORMAN SOLOMON (B.A. 1 954).
Mr B. G. NEWMAN (B.A. 1 947), Professor of Aerodynamics a t
McGill University, Montreal, has been awarded the 1 96 1 Edward
Busk Memorial Prize of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

Mr J. C. HALL has been appointed a Tutor in successi on to
M r FARMER, who has resigned after three years' service.
Mr A. G. LEE has been appointed Librarian on the retirement
of Mr F. P. WHITE, who has been given the title of Keeper of the
Records.
Dr N. F. M. HENRY succeeds Mr LEE as Praelector.

Prizes, A wards, etc. ·
The following University Awards have been made to members
of the College:
P. V. LANDSHOFF (B.A. 1959), Fellow : Smith's Prize.
R. W. LARDNER (B.A. 1 959): Rayleigh Prize.
F. J. VINE (Matric. 1 959): Wiltshire Prize.
K. J. HENLEY (Matric. 1 959) : proxime accessit for the Wiltshire
Prize.
R. H. HARPER (B.A. 1 96 1 ) : proxime accessit for the Edward
S . Prior Prize.
S. J. P. WATERS (Matric. 1 959) : Frank Smart Prize for Botany.
S. A. M. THORNLEY (B.A. 1 96 1 ) : Royal Aeronautical Society
Prize in Aeronautics.
J. M. CHAMPION (Matric. 1 959) : Philip Lake Prize.
J. D. ELSWORTH (B.A. 1 9 6 1 ) : Tiarks German Scholarship.
R. E. EMMERICK (B.A. 1 96 1 ) : Rapson Scholarship and Bendal
Sanskrit Exhibition.
J. H. MATTHEWMAN (B.A. 1 960) : Hollerith Research Student
ship in Automatic Computing.
E. G. MOORE (Matric. 1 959) : Grant from the Mary Euphrasia
Mosley Fund.
A. N. THOMPSON (Matric. 1 959) : Grant from the Alasdair
Charles Macpherson Fund.
The Dr W. S. Bruce Memorial Prize for 1 960 has been awarded
to Mr JOSEPH MACDoWALL (B.A. 195 1 ), of the Meteorological
Office, for his work in Antarctic meteorology and geomagnetism.
Dr D. G. NORTHcoTT (B.A. 1 938), formerly Fellow, Professor
of Pure Mathematics in the University of Sheffield, and Dr
R. N. ROBERTSON (Ph.D. 1 939), Professor Designate of Botany
in the University of Adelaide, have been elected Fellows of the
Royal Society.
Dr F. SMITHIES (B.A. 1 933), Fellow, Dr R. B. DINGLE (B.A.
1 946), formerly Fellow, Professor of Theoretical Physics, St
Salvator's College, University of St Andrews, and Mr B. NOBLE
(B.A. 1 947), senior lecturer in mathematics, Royal College of
Science and Technology, Glasgow, have been elected Fellows of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
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Academic Appointments
The following University appointments of members of the College
have been made:
Dr F. SMITHIES (B.A. 1 933), Fellow: Title of Cayley Lecturer in
Pure Mathematics.
Dr J. R. RINGROSE (B.A. 1 953), formerly Fellow : University
Lecturer in Mathematics.
The Rev. F. C. LINDARS (B.A. 1 945) : University Assistant
Lecturer in Divinity.
Mr B. K. HOPE-TAYLOR (Matric. 1 958): University Assistant
Lecturer in Archaeology and Anthropology.
Mr H. VON KLUBER (M.A. 1 95 1 ) : Assistant Director of the
Solar Physics Observatory.
Mr T. J. DEEMING (Matric. 1 958) and Dr R. F. GRIFFIN (B.A.
1 957) : Junior Assistant Observers at the University Observatory.
Mr E. MILLER (B.A. 1 937), Fellow, has been appointed Warden
of Madingley Hall, Cambridge.
Mr J. T. COMBRIDGE (B.A. 1 92 1), Registrar of King's College,
London, has been elected President of the Mathematical Associa
tion for the year 1 96 1 -62.
Dr D. DAICHES (Ph.D., incorp. 1 95 1 ), Fellow of Jesus College,
has been appointed Professor of English in the University of
Sussex from October 1 96 1 .
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Mr B . M. W . KNOX (B.A. 1 936), HiIlhouse Professor o f Greek
Language and Literature at Yale University, has been appointed
director of the new centre for Hellenic Studies to be establi she d
in Washington, D.e.
Mr F. M. BATTING (B.A. 1 949) has been appointed Lecturer in
Agricultural Engineering in the University of Reading.
The Rev. P. C. N. CONDER (B.A. 1 956), curate of Grassendal e,
Liverpool, has been appointed tutor at St John's ollege, Durham.
Profess or of
Dr J. W. CRAGGS (Ph.D. 1 955) has been appomted
'
Mathematics in the University of Leeds.
Mr W. G. RIMMER (B.A. 1 949) has been appointed Profes sor
of History in the University College of the West Indies, Kingston,
Jamaica.
The Rev. J. S. BARTON (B.A. 1 954) has been appointed lecturer
in New Testament at Bishop Tucker College, Mukono, Uganda.
Mr S. B. CONLON (B.A. 1 9 57) has been appointed lecturer in
Pure Mathematics in the University of Sydney.
The Rev. HENRY GORDON HILL (B.A. 1950), formerly Chaplain
of the College, has been appointed associate Professor of History
at Canterbury College, Windsor, Ontario.
Mr H. T. CROFT (B.A. 1 958), formerly Scholar, has been
elected a research Fellow of Peterhouse from October 1 96 1 .
M r S . J . BERNAu (Matric. 1 959), Scholar, has been elected to a
Gulbenkian Studentship at Churchill College, Cambridge.
Dr J. R. SHAKESHAFT (B.A. 1 952), formerly Fellow, has been
elected into a Fellowship in St Catharine's College, Cambridge.
Dr D. W. HARVEY (B.A. 1 957) has been appointed to an
Assistant Lectureship in the University of Bristol from 1 October
1 96 1 .
M r P . F . R . BOGGIS (B.A. 1 953), formerly Choral Student,
assistant master at St John's College School, Cambridge, has been
appointed a master at Whittinghame College, Handcross, Sussex.
Mr B. J. MOODY (B.A. 1 948), assistant master at Bristol
Grammar School, has been appointed headmaster of Preston
Grammar School.
Mr A. HURRELL (B.A. 1 945), lately Principal of Queen Victoria
School, Fiji, has been appointed to the Staff of Marlborough
College.
Mr R. R. JORDAN (B.A. 1961) has been appointed secretary of
the Finnish-British Society at Lappeenranta, Finland.
Mr G. K. GREENWOOD (B.A. 1 949) has been appointed assistant
Education Officer for Further Education for the County of
Durham.
Mr R. H. HOWORTH (B.A. 1 942) has been appointed assistant
Director of Examinations (Classics), Civil Service Commission.

Ecclesiastical Appointments
The Rev. J. C. BRooKs (B.A. 1 93 1), vice-principal of Cuddesdon
College, to be rector of Ndola, Northern Rhodesia.
.
The Rev. J. E. A. WILLIAMS (B.A. 1932), vicar of Sutton m the
Forest, Yorkshire, to be vicar of Whitchurch, Oxfordshire.
The Rev. P. H. E. GOODRICH (B.A. 1 952), Chaplain of the
College, to be rector of South Ormsby with Ketsby, Calceby and
Driby, Lincolnshire.
The Rev. G. L. TIARKS (B.A. 1 93 1), vicar of Lyme Regis, to be
Archdeacon of the Isle of Wight.
The Rev. P. C. ABSOLON (B.A. 1 950), curate of Belvedere,
Kent, to be vicar of Erith, Kent.
The Rev. J. N. HARRISON (B.A. 1954), curate of Bedale, to be
vicar of Downholme with Hudswell, Yorkshire.
The Rev. D. B. HASELER (B.A. 1 922), vicar of Holme on
Spalding Moor, Yorkshire, to be Rural Dean of Weighton.
The Rev. A. EARLE (B.A. 1 893) to be a canon emeritus of York
Minster, on resigning his honorary canonry.
The Rev. PETER BARRACLOUGH (B.A. 1 945), minister of Tacket
Street Congregational Church, Ipswich, to be minister of the
Hampstead Garden Suburb Free Church.

�
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Resignation:
The Rev. Canon H. T. MOGRIDGE (B.A. 1 9 1 3), rector of
Thakeham, Sussex.

Ordinations, Trinity Sunday, 29 May 1 96 1 :

•

Deacons : J. M. BROTHERTON (B.A. 1 959), Cuddesdon College,
by the Bishop of London, to St Nicholas, Chiswick.
R. S. CANEY (Matric. 1 957), Lichfield Theological College, by
the Bishop of Lichfield, to Holy Trinity, Kingswinford.
D. W. GOULD (B.A. 1 959), Ridley Hall, by the Archbishop of
York, to St Philip and St James, Clifton, Yorkshire.
B. E. KERLEY (B.A. 1 957), Sch. Canc. , Lincoln, by the Arch
bishop of Canterbury, to Holy Trinity, Sheerness .
M. A. OAKLEY (B.A. 1 959), Ely Theological College, b y the
Bishop of Rochester, to St Mary, Swanley.
J. T. SPENCE (B.A. 1 959), Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, by the Bishop
of Coventry, at All Saints', Leamington Spa, to St Michael,
Stoke.
Priests : The Rev. P. E. BARBER (B.A. 1 958) by the Bishop of
Guildford.
The Rev. J. E. HOLLINS (B.A. 1 958) by the Bishop of Manchester.
The Rev. A. R. MCGLASHAN (B.A. 1 959) by the Bishop of
Liverpool.
The Rev. P. R. THoMPsoN (B.A. 1 947) by the Bishop of South
wark.
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Legal Appointments

M r J. M . DONALD (B.A. 1 939) has been appointed managing
director of Gala Appliances Pty., Limited, of Melbourne,
Australia.
G. C. CHAPMAN (B.A. 1 949) has been promoted Commander,
Royal Navy, and has been appointed to H.M.S. Dolphin,
Gosport, as Staff Electrical Officer, First Submarine Squadron.
Mr NEVILLE L. LUPToN (B.A. 1 937) has been appointed Market
ing and Contracts Manager, (E. and E. Group) The Plessey
Company Ltd, IIford.
.
. .
Mr F. S. BARTON (B.A. 1 9 1 9), having retIred from the ClVlI
Service in 1 960 on the termination of his post as Counsellor,
Defence Research and Supply, U.K. High Commission, Ottawa,
is now acting as a consultant in Electrical Engineering and
Electronics and is a part-time Director of Paintons Ltd, North
ampton, and of Mullard Equipment Ltd and Crawley and
Hewlett-Packard Ltd, Bedford.

Mr J. A. BRIGHTMAN (B.A. 1 9 32), of Lincoln's Inn, barrister at
law, has been appointed to the rank of Queen's Counsel.
Mr B. H. LAISTER (B.A. 1 953) was called to the Bar by Gray's
Inn on 2 May 1 96 1 .
M r D . J . BREWSTER (B.A. 1 960) was called to the Bar by Gray's
Inn, June 1 96 1 .
M r E. R . BOWEN (B.A. 1 935), Q.c., M.P., and Mr S. W.
TEMPLEMAN (B.A. 1 94 1 ) have been elected members of the
General Council of the Bar.

Medical Appointments
Mr ALFRED ROBINSON (B.A. 1 9 5 1 ), M.B., B.Chir., has been
elected a Member of the Royal College of Physicians.
Mr C. S. MENZlEs-KITCHIN (B.A. 1 956), B.Chir., has been
appointed medical officer, Sarawak.
Mr C. H. TALBOT (B.A. 1 946), M.Chir., has been appointed
consultant surgeon to the United Sheffield Hospitals.

Public and Other Appointments

Marriages
GRAHAM R UDGE BROWN (B.A.

1 959) to PAULINE BOWYER,
daughter of A. J. Bowyer, of Laira, Plymouth, Devon-on 29
March 1 96 1 , at Cardiff.
EDwARD FRANCIS LYDALL (B.A. 1 929) to NORAH TREVOR GELL
-on 25 March 1 96 1 , at St James's Church, Piccadilly.
CHARLES RICHARD CANN (B.A. 1 960) to VALERIE MANNING,
daughter of H. E. Manning, of ChorIey Wood-on 3 April 1 96 1 ,
at St Michael's Church, Chenies, Buckinghamshire.
JAMES TIMOTHY SPENCE (B.A. 1 959) to JANET MARY BLAKEMAN,
of Hessay, Yorkshire-on 1 5 December 1 960, at St Mary's
Church, Warwick.
JOHN STAFFORD BARTON (B.A. 1 954) to BARBARA CHRISTINE
ROTHE, daughter of Dr A. J. Rothe-on 1 5 July 1 96 1 , at St
Mark's Church, VaIIeyfield, Quebec, Canada.
HENRY DAVID WILSDON (B.A. 1 960) to SYLVIA IRENE GOSSLING,
elder daughter of the late P. W. L. Gossling, of Ruislip, Middle
sex-on 3 April 1 96 1 , at St Martin's Church, Ruislip.
DONALD ARTHuR NIELD (B.A. 1 959) to RACHEL NINA
THOMPSON, of Glen Eden, Auckland-on 21 January 1 96 1 , at St
Luke's Presbyterian Church, Remuera, Auckland.
RODERICK MACDoNALD DAVIDSON (Matric. 1 958) to JANE
MARGARET KENT, elder daughter of Dr Basil S. Kent, of East
bourne, Sussex-on 1 7 June 1 96 1 , at Eastbourne Parish Church.

Mr A. P. STEELE-PERKINS (B.A. 1 930) has been elected Mayor
of Exeter for the year 1 96 1 -62.
Mr D. L. RIGBY (B.A. 1 945) education and training officer in
the Development and Engineering Group of the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority, has been appointed assistant secretary
for education to the North Western Electricity Board.
Sir HUGH FooT (B.A. 1 929), Honorary Fellow, has been
appointed permanent United Kingdom representative on the
trusteeship council of the United Nations.
Mr J. H. BRIGGS (B.A. 1 935), superintendent in the Ground
Radar department of the Radar Research Establishment, has
been appointed director of electronics, research and development
(civil aviation) in the Ministry of Aviation.
.
.
Mr J. W. GITTINS (Matric. 1958) has been appomted aSSIstant
organist of Manchester Cathedral.
Mr R. A. BECHER (B.A. 1 954), assistant secretary, Cambridge
University Press, has been appointed assistant director of the
Nuffield Foundation.
Mr E. W. R. PETERSON (B.A. 1 922) has been appointed secretary
to the Royal Motor Yacht Club, Sandbanks, Poole Harbour.
Dr M. G. KENDALL (B.A. 1 929), Professor of Statistics at the
London School of Economics, has been appointed Director of
Scientific Services of the Corporation for Economic and Industrial
Research (C-E-I-R, U.K., Limited).

EDWIN LLEWLLYN RAWORTH (Matric. 1 9 1 9) , cliajririan , and
joint managing director of McCall and Company, Limited, steel
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reinforcement manufacturers, of Sheffield, died in hospital in
Sheffield 1 8 February 1 96 1 , aged 6 1 .
ALFRED ERIC TITLEY (B.A. 1 92 1), M.C., formerly a house master
at Marlborough College, and afterwards a Staff Inspector'
Ministry of Education, died 1 1 March 1 96 1 , aged 63.
HUGH JOHN WOLLASTON WRENFORD (B.A. 1 899), a Choral
Student, vicar of St Simon, Bristol, 1 9 1 6-41 , vicar of Burrington'
Devon, 1 94 1 -48, rector of Farleigh-Hungerford, Somerset
1 948-52, died at Washington, Sussex, 1 3 March 1 96 1 , aged 79
MICHAEL FALCON (B.A. 1 925), technical adviser to the Trans
vaal and Orange Free State Chamber of Mines, died 25 March
1 9 6 1 , aged 57.
REGINALD KERSEY GREEN (B.A. 1 921), died 27 May 1 960, aged
63. Of the family firm of William Green and Son, boot and shoe
manufacturers.
ALFRED AMOZ FLETCHER LAMPLUGH (B.A. 1 904), vicar of
Bekesbourne, Kent, from 1 928 to 1 948, died at Scarborough
7 February 1 96 1 , aged 82.
LANcELOT JOHN LAMPLUGH (B.A. 1 907), younger brother of
the above, vicar of '§! Peter, West Bromwich, since 1 925, died
17 April 1 96 1 , aged 7
BRIAN GORDON JOHNSON (B.A. 1950), works manager at Green
ford for J. Lyons and Company, died 1 May 1 96 1 , as the result of
a motor accident, aged 34.
ERIC FOULGER WILLS (B.A. 1 9 1 1 ), of Axbridge, Somerset, died
4 May 1 96 1 , aged 7 1 .
PHILIP CORDER (B.A. 1 9 1 5), Litt.D., assistant secretary of the
Society of Antiquaries, formerly a master at Bootham School
died at Northampton 28 May 1 96 1 , aged 70.
GEORGE HAMILTON ASHE (B.A. 1 902), formerly headmaster of
Hartlebury Grammar School, died at Colyton, Devon, 29 June
1 96 1 , aged 8 1 .
HE:,RY THOMAS CUBBON (B.A. 1 9 1 5), M.B., formerly in medical
practIce at Hove, Sussex, a radiologist, died in the Isle of Man,
5 June 1 96 1 , aged 68.
TH�MAs MATHER STANDRING (B.A. 1 893), vicar of Bidston,
Cheshire, from 1 903 to 1 938, died at Birkenhead, 26 July 1961,
aged 89.
ALBERT MORTIMER JENKIN (Matric. 1 892), formerly Archdeacon
of Pretoria and Director of Native Missions, died at Bromley,
Kent, 3 July 1 96 1 , aged 88 .
WILLIAM KEATINGE CLAY (B.A. 1 902), rector of Teffont Ewyas
.
wIth Teffont Magna, Wiltshire, from 1 930 to 1 947 died 2 June
'
1 96 1 , aged 80.

PETER SIDNEY DAVIS (B.A. 1 943), M.B., M.R.C.P., chief
assistant in the department of rheumatology at the West London
Hospital, died in London, 30 March 1 96 1 , aged 38.
ARTHUR BENJAMIN DRANE (B.A. 1 938), assistant master at
Nunthorpe School, Yorkshire, died 5 April 1 96 1 , aged 43.
JOHN CHARLES HALLAND How (B.A. 1 903), formerly Bishop of
Glasgow and Galloway, Superior of the Oratory of the Good
Shepherd, Cambridge, from 1 920 to 1 924, died at Hove, Sussex,
22 May 1 96 1 , aged 79.
LEONARD STANLEY BAKER, head groundsman of the College
from 1 926 to 1 956, died in Cambridge, 22 May 1 96 1 , aged 74.
The College has only just learned of the death on 9 August
1 960, of the Rev. FRANK MORTIMER EAGLES (B.A. 1 924), aged 57.
His father EDWIN MORTIMER EAGLES (B.A. 1 894), headmaster of
Enfield Grammar School (died 195 1), his elder brother JACK
MORTIMER EAGLES (B.A. 1 922), headmaster of Marling School,
Stroud (died 1 953), and two sons, have been members of the
College. Frank read science at St John's, and played cricket for
the College. c One of the many who were influenced by Edward
Raven, the College chaplain, he decided to seek Holy Orders, and
he was ordained in 1 926 as curate of Christ Church, Hoxton,
in which parish was situated the Maurice Hostel, the College
Mission. Of this he became Warden when Raven was appointed
Dean. Later he held a benefice at Enfield, and in 1 944 was
presented by the College to the rectory of Murston, Kent. From
1 954 until his death he was vicar of Pulloxhill with Flitton,
Bedfordshire.

:

}

'
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Corrections
The last entry on p. 1 28 of Vol. LIX, No. 256 should read:
Dr A. W. WILLIAMS (B.A. 1 926), formerly Professor of Medicine
at Makerere College, University College of East Africa, has been
appointed Director of Postgraduate Medical Studies at Oxford.
The following entry should be added to the New Year Honours
List on p. 1 98 of Vol. LIX, No. 257 :
O.B.E. : Dr RONALD GIBSON (B.A. 1 932).
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LEONARD STANLEY BAKER
THE death, on 22 May 1 96 1 , of L. S. Baker at the age of 74 years
has deprived many Johnians of a friend who was hardly less well
known in the city, county and university . Here, however, it i s
appropriate t o speak o f him mainly in connection with the
College he served for 36 years and upon which he left his own
very definite mark. Len (for so he was universally and affection_
ately known) was a local man and was born, the second of eight
children, at the village of Comberton in 1 886. He first entered
the College's service when he left school at the age of thirteen.
and stayed for six years. He then moved to Fenners, where he
came under the tutelage of Dan Hayward, and was afterwards,
with an interval for war-service during which he was badly sheII
shocked, groundsman to Elstowe School in Bedfordshire ( 1 9 1 223) and to the Bedford Ladies Physical Training College ( 1 92326). It was Dan Hayward again who persuaded him to apply for
the post of head groundsman at St John's and, very happily.
Len was appointed. He came home again in April 1 926 and
remained in his post until his retirement thirty years later.
Those years were fruitful and constructive. The grounds in
1 926, apart perhaps fro m the cricket square, were far from good.
The Hockey Club in 1 928 reported that Len 'was at times the
butt of oaths regarding knees cut on cinders', and weeds were
almost as plentiful as grass. Even as early as this, however.
everyone was admitting that 'he is doing a world of good with
our ground'. The present hockey pitch was largely his creation;
so were the match tennis courts which were laid out by him when
the southern part of the playing fields was taken into use by the
college; and the cricket pitch was almost always the object of his
personal care. Apart from this and much more, the weeds were
eradicated not only by scientific methods but by the labour of
himself and his staff, and even by that of his family and their
friends. Further, when time allowed, he was a willing cricket
and hockey umpire for college and other sides; and it was a
happy moment for Len when, in the year of his retirement, the
college won the hockey cup after many lean years and his name
as umpire for the years 1 926-56 was placed on the boards in
the pavilion.
As much as for the grounds and the games, however, Len had a
concern for people. Despite ill-health in his l ater years and
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'bronical' trouble particularly, he was always friendly, eager,
Puckish; always ready for a talk and full of questions about the
many men sport had brought his way; and always wonderfully
youthful and happy with youth while the years passed. At Club
dinners he could be relied upon to add something to the occasion
and this capacity did not desert him when he made his last public
appearance in the College. His retirement was marked by the
Master presenting to him a silver tankard on behalf of the General
Athletic Club, and Len expressed his acceptance in a witty speech
which was not devoid of a swipe or two at things and people he
would have had otherwise. The tankard had inscribed upon it the
gratitude of the College 'for his long and faithful service as
groundsman', and to that may be added his very real achievement
(which is also his memorial) of making indifferent into out
standingly good playing fields. He will be remembered as very
few in his position are remembered : as an ideal groundsman of a
ground he made near to ideal.
E. M .
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from the later seventeenth century onwards, o r o f the 'supervision' system
in recent times, are clearly brought out; but everywhere there is interesting
detail to illuminate or support. Moreover, the history is brought down
almost to the present day; and this itself is an original achievement; for
the history of the last century, which constitutes a large part of the College's
life, has not before been told continuously.
The value of the book is greatly enhanced by the concise notes collected
at the end (happily classified by pages and not by chapters). They not
only show how firmly the narrative is founded on evidence; they will
enable those who wish to do so to go to the sources themselves.
A tribute must also be paid to the University Press. As a piece of book
production the volume is a delight. And the first copies were in the hands
of the College at exactly the moment in its four hundred and fiftieth year
that had been desired.
The book concludes with an eloquent exposition of the conception of the
College-of its past and of its future-made influential in its affairs by
Ernest Alfred Benians, first as Tutor and then as Master, to whose memory
and to that of H. P. W. Gatty, the book is dedicated. Benians gave ex
pression to this conception on a number of occasions, but more expecially
in two sermons at Commemoration, in a lecture in the Hall on John Fisher,
and in an address, also in the Hall, to Education Officers, in which he re
called the Cambridge he had known over fifty years; and these are duly
recorded by Mr Miller in his Notes. A characteristic sentence may be
added from one of them: 'Our inheritance is also our debt-not to the past
but to the future'. Amongst the attractive illustrations in the book, of
persons and of buildings, surviving and lost, is a photograph of Benians
taken in 1933. This is a welcome addition to that in The Eagle, No. 2 1 2.
To those who were his pupils, it will recall the eyes that used to greet them
as they came into his rooms, A 1 0, New Court.

Book Reviews
EDWARD MILLER. Portrait of a College : a
history of the College of S . t
John the Evangelist in Cambridge. (Cambr
idge University Press , 1
.
1 8s. 6d.)

�7

'T?e imminenc� of the 450th anniversary of the college
's foundation', Mr
.
Miller re�ords m his
preface, , persuaded the council to invite me to
.
survey
once a�am the hIstory 0: the college.' The Counci
l's confidence has been
.
amply Justifie
d. Mr Miller, by his new history, has conferr
upon the
�ollege a?d upon all Johnians a benefit that will long outlive theed
anniversary
It was wntten to mark .
Mr Miller has accomplished much more than the
words from his preface
.
mlght seem too modestly to suggest. He has done
much more than survey
.
agam what had been urveyed before . The College
�
has, indeed, been
.
ex�eptlOnally fortunate m t�e printed records of
its past, Thomas Baker's
HlSfO?, expan�ed to many times its own length by the almost
inexhaustible
. editor,
matenal supphed by ItS
J. E . B. Mayor, Mayor's Early Statutes the
volumes of 1-dmissions edited by Mayor and R. F. Scott,
the smaller hist �ries
of J . B. Mulhnger and ofR. F. Scott, H. F. Howard's
A cco un t ofthe Finances
the chapters on the College buildings in the Architectural
History byR. Willi�
and J. W. Clark, C. C. Babbington's account of the
old chapel, the memorial
volume of fifty years ago, re iniscences of members
of the College, and not
�
least The Eagle, now extendmg over more than a
century and providing a
storehouse of contemporary record, of biography and
reminiscence, and of
documents, above all R. F. Scott's long series of
'Notes from the College
Reco : ds'. Mr Mille� has laid all these and many
other sources under
.
contn � utlOn;
but hIs purpose and achievement are new-a social
and
.
educatj(� nal hIstory
of the College in the wider context, not merely of
.
the
Ulllve:slty, but of the movements and influences
of the four and a half
cen!unes of its �ontinuous existence. To have
achieved this is to have
achIeved somethmg not before attempted. And in
illuminating the history
o � the College by setting it in this wider context he
has also made a con
.
tnbutlOn to general history by illustrating, from
the history of St John's '
the contribu � ion of our ancient Colleges to the life
of the nation.
Both Mulhnger's St John's College (1 901), in the series
'College Histories',
and R. F. SC ? tt's St John's College, Cam?ridge (1 907),
in the series 'College
Mon?graphs , have long been out of pnnt. Each
made a contribution t(}
the ? Ist ?ry of the Colle ge, the latter !n particular,
in spite of its brevity, re
.
,
v �al mg ItS a�th �r s unnvalled acquamtance with
the College records and
.
hIS mterest m bIOgraphical detail. But neither entirely
d what mem
?e�s of the Colle�e need, a history sufficiently detailed supplie
and domestic to be
Illt.lmate, yet placlllg the College in its context of the
national life. This Mr
Mlller has I? rovided, and no-one else could have provide
d it as well. All
.
Johmans Will be grateful to him, not least, as time
goes on, those who, as
undergraduates or research students, want to learn more
of the heritage they
come to share.
The story moves un!nterruptedly, the outline is clear
and well-propor
.
.
tioned, and the narrat ve holds, mdeed
absorbs, the attention, especially
!
.
p erhaps, as It should, III the most active periods
of the College's life, the
.
sIxteenth and early seventeenth, and the twentie
th, centuries. The main
trends and developments, for example the growth
of the tutorial system
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GILBERT PHELPS.

,.

The Love Before the First.

(Heinemann.

1 8s.)

What is there about our Alma Mater to account for the fact that inside so
many Johnians of such different persuasions there should be novelists not
merely crying to be let out but actually alive in the chilling climate of
criticism? From Daniel, the detective, and Hoyle, the science fictioneer,
to Davies, the symbolist, (not to include Raphael, the diarist, who perhaps
should be separately classed with Beaton, the autobiographer), the College
is represented in most kinds of modern fiction. The Harper-Wood
Studentship, it is true, has helped in the cases of Raphael and Sutcliffe;
but clearly there is more to it than the enlightened patronage of that dis
criminating body of academicians, the College Council ; the swans of St
John's are clearly literary birds; and not all of them geese. However, it is
one thing to write a successful novel and another to be an accomplished
professional author; and this Gilbert Phelps has shown himself to be. In
his latest novel "The Love Before the First", he combines a mastery of
technique only approached by Hugh Sykes Davies in "Full Fathom Five"
with a true sensibility such as Peter Sutcliffe achieved, in a more youthful,
limited way, in "Richard Blake". In this story of eighteen months of
family living as experienced by a small boy, he has managed to create for
us a universe which, though childlike in its means of conveyance, is adult
and profoundly moving in its implications.
The novel is about the affairs of two related families sharing the same
threadbare house, No. 20 Majuba Rd, in a west country town just after
the end of the First World War: a world in which livery stables are giving
place to bull·nosed Morrises and customary country ways to motor bikes
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and short skirts. It suggests the persistence of an older hugger-mugge
family life �nd loyalty against the intrusion of bankruptcy and the Wa/
but these. CIrcumstances are not there for social significance; they are �
true medIUm for characters, for parents, aunts, uncles and neighbours all
vibrating with �diosyncracy afold bounce, all deftly drawn by a writer �ith
an �ye for detail, an ear for �Ialogue, a sense of situation and the humo ur
which "Yells. up from. affectIOn: There is plenty of incident, vivid and
economIcal m the telll?g, espeCially Uncle Ernest's glorious failure to win
the D �nton Cup on FIrefly and the theft of Aunt Cora's writing set from
the m�serly Great Aunt Gwen; and the adult plot consistently but un
obtruSIvely revolves round the disruptive influence of that genial bounder'
Uncle Hector, home from the War.
- However, this is only one level of the story. Phelps' great technical
triumph lies in making all the adult implications of his story clear without
<:ompromising the vision of the small boy, Alan. In this there has been
nothing so effective in English fiction since L. P. Hartley's "The Go
Be�ween" . . We ar� never far from the child's eye view, whether of roots,
tWIgs and msects m the shrubbery hide-out or of the legs, human and
furniture, and t.he Iinole�m o� the living .r?om. The pointilliste description
of. smells a?d s.lghts, whIch gIves such vIvIdness to the whole, is that of a
�hIld �xpe:lencIng them for the first time. It has a Proustian quality about
It whIch Immeasurably enhances the novel's impact. But the author's
achievement goes beyond this. Unlike "The Go-Between", the child is
not simply narrator. Alan and his little cousin Meg live their separate
secr�t existence shared only an� in part by the teen-ager Molly who i�
movIngly portrayed as half-chIld, half-grown-up. The real underlying
plot ?f the story, which is only gradually revealed to the reader, is AIan's
groWIng awareness of a bigger and more dangerous world beyond the den.
We come to accept, without our credulity being strained, that in eighteen
months AIan has grown and that with Meg's departure, as the families
split up, an episode of his life is at an end. It is an episode satisfyingly
defined by the title, "The Love Before the First".
F. T .

The Limits of Love. By FREDERIC RAPHAEL. Cassell, 1 960.
1 8s.
Dear Paul,
�he last tim� I saw Tom W�llace .he told m e about your autobiography,
which I have Just been readIng WIth very great enjoyment. It's easily
your best book so far, and I'm not surprised that it went into three
editions within six months of publication.
For thos.e o� us who knew you well when you were here the book naturally
ha.s a speCIal I�terest, �ot only because we have enjoyed seeing what you
thInk of your lIfe and tImes, but also because so many of us appear in your
pages.. It wa� kind of you to thank the Master and Fellows on the fly-leaf,
and wIse and Just of you not to claim that all the incidents, characters and
places are purely fictitious. The book gives a fuller and in many respects
more accurate account of Cambridge than you and your collaborators
offered in Bachelor of Hearts.
So far as I know, nobody is thinking of bringing a libel action, although
some people's pleasure at being painted is tempered by anxiety about the
prominence .of the warts. Tom is not altogether happy about his portrait.
The CaesarIan salute and the extra-curricular interests are both drawn
without the subtlety you have shown elsewhere in the book.
For my own part I'm well content. In the Whitehall scene towards the
end I'm made to look pretty foolish, but then so are you, and in any case
that is one of the very few fictitious bits. The Scholars' Dinner is well done,
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. lively and mostly authentic detail. I think some of the clever remarks
but I hesitate to se� m� memory
u give me were not mine originally,
style of conversatIOn. IS br�)Ught
My
years.
these
all
after
diary
against your
or of Hearts than IS deSIrable
Bachel
of
dons
ard
earer to that of the cardbo
were so great that a few
risks
the
� this more ambitious work. . But
,
. .
0f
laIn
comp
to
ing
noth
.
are
m
scratches
yo� ve hIt hIm
thInk
all
we
;
pleased
be
to
right
every
has
tson
Mr Wrigh
u and Mr Page are unlIkely to be
off very well. The University Burea
.
by now. . ,
expect
to
enthusiastic, but they know what
St Benedlct s are Just as Ifo1uc�
at
you
with
were
who
people
that
told
I'm
they don't lik� it so much. StIlI, If
interested in the book as we are, even if
or we mInd?
they
should
why
all,
it
.
Julia is happy about
way, If you want to
We're all looking forward to your next. And by the
�ontr<?versies
phical
philoso
those
take part, "in impeccable prose", in any of
don t heSItate.
please
293,
page
on
e
passag
g
touchin
the
in
n
you mentio
Yours ever,
Thornton Ashworth.
are as good as the
P . S. Some of the Press Opinions on the dustjacket
Pictorial ("these are re�l
Scots
and
n
Bulleti
The
book.
the
in
best bits
ns") spoke truer than .It
people coping as best they can with real situatio
cart to drag a hors� In
a
get
to
trying
is
knew. But surely Peter Forster
g out of the pages Into
that Daily Express piece about the characters walkin
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By JOHN AARONS and CLAUDIO VTTA-FINZI. Foreword
Robert Hale Limited. 1 8s.
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and his great collection of Atacama remains. In this setting o f archaeo_
logical tension the rather less professional Ingleses encountered many
difficulties and a great deal of enthusiasm and good humour as compensa_
tion.
The inhabitants of the Atacama rival the desert as a source of variety and
interest. As well as the archaeologists, reputable and disreputable, the
Useless Land contains the army of successors to the sand buried mummies.
There are the natives whose blood and hair the Expedition somewhat
diffidently collected for ethnic studies, the police who should be waved at
cheerfully but otherwise ignored, the wandering prospectors, Vicuna
hunters, the gatherers of Llareta, a peculiar plant growing on bare rock at
great altitudes, which provides the desert's only native fuel, and finalIy the
piratical lorry load of miners who never went near a mine.
AlI these, with the fascinations of the Atacama itself, its eroded hills
volcanoes, geysers and salt encrusted lake fiats, make "the useless land' ;
a place as interesting to the armchair traveller as to the would-be explorer.
To the last, however, this book is something of a handbook, for we learn
not only of the expedition, but of the birth of the idea and of the planning
behind it. The marathons of letter writing, the inevitable misunderstandings
which arise from a correspondence across a language barrier and several
thousand miles of ocean, and the mysterious workings of the elusive Latin
American Consulates, are all described. From these descriptions there
emerges the value of the initial assumption that all will be well on the day, and
the feeling that patient good humour must surely be the crucial virtue in
any expedition organiser. It is this humour which pervades the whole
book and aIlows the authors to laugh so infectiously at all their many
misfortunes, and more especiaIly at those who stayed behind and took a
more serious view of the whole business; a view epitomised by the local
paper's headline "Bucks Man probes Earth's most barren spot". It is
this humour which makes the "Useless Land" so eminently readable a portrait
of the Atacama Desert.
M. O. C.

College Awards
STUDENTSHIPS
Douglas Chivers: Frost, D . L.; Denney: CoIledge, M . A. R., Coulton, J. J.;
Harper- Wood: Hopkins, A. M.;
utchinson: Burdon,
. G., Parkes
D. A., Read, A. P., Laski: Cromble, J. M., Elsworth, J. D., McMahon.:
Bovell, C. D. R., Oberman, A. H., Weston, A. J; Slater: Leake, J. A.,
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!f
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T' D ' Henderson, A. A. R., Hind, J. G. F., McMuIlen, W. A., Pearson,
D . B :, Thornley, S. A. M., Twaddle, M. J., Vernon-Smith, C.
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R. E., George, R. F., Henley, K. J., Higgins, B. W., Leacy, A. C.,
McMullen, I. J., Masefield, J. T., Palmer, B. W. M., :Read, A. P.,
Strittmatter, P. A., Sykes, S. W., Vine, F. J.; Roger Nevllle Goodman
Travel Exhibitions: Cowley, R. W., Wall work, D. E.; Samuel Nunn
Travel Exhibition: Hope, J. A. D.; Sir A lbert Howard Travel
Exhibition: Nicholls, D. c . ; Sir Humphry Davy Rolleston Travel
Exhibitions: Harris, T. J. B., Tan, R. S.-H., Hay�e� , K. E., Petch,
.
M. c., Ralphs, D. N. L. ; Strathcona Travel ExhibitIOns: Burdon,
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Adams Memorial: Reid, G. A.; Benians: Thorncroft, A. J.; Diver: T �n,
R. S.-H.; Graves: Colledge, M. A. R. ; Hart: Morphet, D. I.; Hockm
Leacy, A. C., Leake, J. A.; Henry Humphreys: Fleet, S. G.,. . Hutton .
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:
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I? ,
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Ds Pleasants, P. A. B. Tripos, Part II: Anthony, J. G. H.; Reld,
G. A., Earle Prize; Strittmatter, P. A. Tripos, Part
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.1:
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.
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MusIc-Tripos, Part Il: Bent, I. D., Wright Prize; Coates, L.
I: Roche, J. L. A., Wright Prize. Preliminary: Runnett, H. B.
ORIENTAL STUDIEs-Tripos, Part I: Emmerick, R. E., Hughes Prize;
McMullen, I. J.
THEOLOGY-Tripos, Part II: Palmer, B. W. M . ; Sykes, S. W.
"
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School, Ramsgate, for Natural Sciences. Wraight, P. c., Bristol Gram
mar School, for Natural Sciences (Townsend Scholarship). Thompson,
D. C., Royal Grammar School, Newcastle upon Tyne, for Natural
Sciences. Linehan, P. A., St Benedict's School, Ealing, for History
(Mullinger Scholarship). Flight, C. R., Sir Joseph Williamson's
Mathematical School, Rochester, for Modern Languages. Lafitte,
N. , Leighton Park School, Reading, for English. Harrison, T. R.,
Sullivan Upper School, Belfast, for the General Examination.
Exhibitions:

Chillingworth, D. R. J., Dulwich College, for Mathematics with Physics.
Porter, J. W., City of London School, for Mathematics. Milton, P.,
Brockenhurst Grammar School, for Mathematics with Physics.
Collyer, B. C., Chigwell School, for Classics. Macdonald, A. B., Eton
College, for Classics. Covington, J. P., Hitchin Grammar School, for
Natural Sciences. Harrison, B. D. W., Shrewsbury School, for
Natural Sciences (Humphry Davy Rolleston Exhibition). Yudkin,
J. S., Haberdashers' Aske's School, Hampstead, for Natural Sciences
(Humphry Davy Rolleston Exhibition). Robarts, W. M., Marl
borough College, for Natural Sciences (Humphry Davy Rolleston
Exhibition). Bowden, C. H. F. , Sherborne School, for History.
Halliday, J. F., Whitgift School, Croydon, for History. Lowe, D. A.,
Pocklington School, for History. Hopkins, P. B . E., Winchester
College, for Modern Languages. Whitman, J. D., Sedbergh School,
for Modern Languages (Lupton and Hebblethwaite Exhibition).
Saluveer, T., Cambridgeshire High School, for Modern Languages.
Jones, D. C. K., Wolverhampton Grammar School, for Modern
Languages. Evans, B. L., King's College School, Wimbledon, for
English. Harris, L. J., Westminster City School, for English. Tun
bridge, J. E., East Ham Grammar School, for Geography. Botting, D.,
Wallington County Grammar School, for Geography. Hughes,
A. 0., Cowbridge Grammar School, for Geography. Maxwell, J. S.,
Pocklington School, for the General Examination (Dowman
Exhibition).

Major Scholarships:

Schofield, R., St Albans School, for Mathematics (Baylis Scholarship).
Lapwood, P. R., The Perse School, Cambridge, for Mathematics with
Physics (Baylis Scholarship). King, M. H., The King's School,
Canterbury, for Mathematics with Physics. Wright, J. R. G . , Dundee
High School and Edinburgh University, for Classics. Jackson, A. H.,
Edinburgh Academy, for Classics (Henry Arthur Thomas Scholarship).
Gratwick, A. S . , St Brendan's College, Bristol, for Classics. Ling,
R. J., Watford Grammar School, for Classics. Lester, D . , King's
College School, Wimbledon, for Natural Sciences (United Steel
Companies Scholarship). Gregory-Smith, D. G., St Lawrence
College, Ramsgate, for Natural Sciences (Mayor Scholarship) .
Little, L. T., Newcastle High School, Staffs, for Natural Sciences.
Clark, T. J., Bristol Grammar School, for History. Copleston, J. R. ,
Woking County Grammar School, for History.

CLOSE EXHIBITION AND
CHORAL STUDENTSHIPS, 1 96 1
Close Exhibition:
Baker:

Odling-Smee, J. C., Durham School.

Choral Studentships:

Barry, M. R., King's College School, Wimbledon, and Durham Univer
sity (A lto). Orton, R. H., Queen Mary's Grammar School, Walsall,
and Birmingham School of Music (Tenor). Windross, M . , Lancing
College (Tenor). Lewis, H. M., Friars Grammar School, Bangor,
and University College of Wales, Aberystwyth (Bass). Jordan,
P. J. F. (second year), Cranleigh School (Bass).

Minor Scholarships:

Riley, D. A., Holme Valley Grammar School, Huddersfield, for Classics .
Hart, J. K., Manchester Grammar School, for Classics (Patchett
Scholarship). Corner, A. H., Northern Grammar School, Portsmouth,
for Classics. D'Alquen, F. N., St Dunstan's College, Catford, for
Natural Sciences. Chatwin, R. A., Chatham House Grammar
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